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A UNIFIED APPROACH TO STRUCTURE AND CONTROLLER
DESIGN OPTIMIZATIONS

by

Kyong Been Lim

(ABSTRACT)

A unified approach to structure and controller design optimization

is examined. Difficult problems arise in a unified approach, namely, a

high dimensioned design space, nonlinearity, complexity of constraints

and many inequality constraints. As a candidate for overcoming the

above problems, an optimization algorithm utilizing sequential linear

programming and continuation methods is proposed.

The second part of this dissertation examines various ideas

associated with both theory and practical issues arising in optimizing

for eigenvalue sensitivity and stability robustness with respect to

parameter variations or unstructured uncertainties. In particular, the

time domain approach to stability robustness is pursued. It is found

that a recently proposed stability robustness criteria of Patel and

Toda is related to well known concepts of numerical conditioning of the

eigenvalue problem and may be derived concisely using eigenvalue

conditioning concepts. In addition, we review the more direct and

perhaps less rigorous approach of dealing with uncertainties, namely

modal insensitivity theory. The mathematical conditions for achieving

modal insensitivity and eigenvalue placement simultaneously are reviewed

along with a discussion of the practical merit of these ideas. As an

alternative, we derive a scalar measure of eigenvalue sensitivity which



is a linearly predicted bound on weighted eigenvalue perturbation; we

also .introduce an algorithm for minimization of this index.

Furthermore, the expressions for eigenvector derivatives are correctly

derived for non—self-adjoint case. This latter contribution corrects

errors present in at least two textbooks on the subject and serves to

clear up confusion in the literature.

Finally, we use examples to demonstrate the design algorithm

proposed here and numerically examine various designs arising from

corresponding cost functions, using a specific configuration (a flexible

free—free beam with an attached rigid body.) The numerical results

confirm the conservatism of the stability robustness bound for highly

structured perturbations but nevertheless clearly supports the

hypothesis that maximizing the robustness measure significantly

increases the true robustness of a closed loop system. The numerical

results also indicate that maximizing the stability robustness measure

is better (more efficient computationally and produces more robust

designs) than minimizing the eigenvalue sensitivities directly for

improving true stability robustness with respect to perturbations in the

closed loop system matrix.
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1. INTRDDUCTIDN

1.1 Motivation and Survey of Previous work

During the last decade, the problem of the control of large

flexible spacecraft has been the focus of intense research, as evidenced

by [1-5]. Much more so than rigid spacecraft design, Large Space

Structures (LSS) design is an extremely interdisciplinary subject

drawing on structural and rigid body dynamics, mathematical modelling

and approximation of Distributed Parameter Systems (DPS), optimization,

estimation, control theory, numerical analysis and large—scale

computation [6-8].

Among many complicating issues in the design of LSS has been the

high—dimensionality of the LSS model required for sufficient accuracy.

For example, a Finite Element Model (FEM), typically from a NASTRAN type

of multi-purpose code, often produces a model consisting of several

thousand degrees of freedom (DOF), even though one may require accurate

convergence to a few of the dominant resulting modes. Approximate order

reduction techniques can be used to obtain a lower order model,

typically constrained by the maximum order of a solvable Riccati or

Lyapunov equation (around 150 states or 75 modes [8]). Most "practical“

control laws implemented to date have been based upon much more drastic

order reductions (<2O modes), although the high order modes are retained

to do verification simulations. However, when a FEM of a LSS or an

equivalently complex dynamical system model is to be used for

optimization studies, for example with respect to its geometry and/or

material properties and/or control parameters, one can readily

1
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appreciate the high dimensionality posed by the family of optimization

problems.

For some proposed space structures, for instance large optical

telescopes [9I, it is not difficult to imagine that some prescribed

performance requirements may give rise to a scenario where an ad hoc

nominal structure design is not "optimally" suited for a controller

design or, perhaps, a feasible controller that satisfies a set of

apriori desired constraints may not even exist. In light of the above

hypothesized scenario, one may wish to investigate a "unified“ approach

whereby plants and controllers are designed simultaneously to achieve

improved performance. Historically, it is suspected that the high

dimensionality and similar difficulties of the separate structural

design and control design optimization problems individually, may have

discouraged research in the area of simultaneous structure and

controller optimization. Also the technical breadth required to

formulate approaches to simultaneous design optimization has been a

significant obstacle. Not surprisingly, only very recently has the

"unified“ viewpoint attracted attention [10-14].

In [10}, a nominal FEM, which is controlled by an optimal quadratic

regulator is optimally modified (passive structural stiffness only) to

minimize structural weight and improve damping factors of the closed—

loop system. The optimization problem above was solved by a nonlinear

programming technique. Haftka, et. al. [13l, similar to IIOI, developed

a sensitivity procedure to study the effect of small changes in a

structure on an optimized control system. They have experimentally

verified their proposed sensitivity procedure and concluded that small
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changes in a structure can indeed have a significant effect on its

controlled performance.

To the author's knowledge, the first general optimization

formulation to consider simultaneous structure and controller design is

given in [11]. Here, a minimum modification strategy in conjunction

with a continuation method [15] of handling difficult constraint

equations is used for closed-loop eigenvalue optimizations for a direct

linear output feedback system. In [12], extension of the technique

developed in [lll is given, including "optimal“ tuning of weight

matrices for the quadradic regulator control law. Both [lll and [I2]

consider a 21 DOF model (of a rigid hub having four flexible

cantilevered appendages) having 42 design gain elements, variable sensor

and actuator locations, and variable stiffness, length and tip mass, for

a total of 54 design variables. Although the results in [11]

demonstrated an algorithm with convergence robustness to moderately high

dimensionality and problems associated with nonlinearity, they suggest

[11| more research and numerical studies to extend their ideas to truly

high dimensioned systems. This dissertation work represents an
'””

extension of these ideas with the added elements of optimization using a

nonlinear programming method and several significant new performance

indices.
’—_

The physical problem that mainly motivated the research outlined

here is the problem of simultaneous optimal design of structures and

controllers of a large control system wherein real world applications

would normally be subject to a large number of constraints, mostly

inequalities on the design vector space. In this dissertation, we
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present an algorithm which is believed to be suitable for attacking the

previously mentioned class of problems and in particular for computer

aided design implementation.

The Simplex Algorithm is a very efficient and reliable method for

solving general Linear Programming (LP) problems i.e. optimization

problems having linear cost function and constraints. Since its

invention in 1947 by Dantzig [I6], extensive theoretical studies and

applications have been done and today there are literally thousands of

references to the Simplex algorithm and LP [17,18l. Consequently,

Simplex algorithm software is easily available (although there are not

many FORTRAN callable subroutines), reliable, and well founded

theoretically. However, naturally occuring linear programming problems

are rare in engineering applications and thus LP is not widely taught in

traditional engineering curricula; as a result, LP has not played any

meaningful role in nonlinear engineering research. In spite of the

lack of popularity among dynamics and control engineers, reference [19l

recognizes LP as a powerful approach for handling a large number of

locally linear constraints and proposed solving nonlinear optimization

problems by introducing a sequence of linear optimization problems. In

[19l, this approach is demonstrated by means of a truss beam FEM for the

optimal sizing and placement of active and passive structural members

for damping augmentation. Furthermore, a comparison is made between the

sequential linear programming approach and more conventional nonlinear

optimization approaches; the superiority of the former approach, at

least for the class of problems considered here, is clearly

demonstrated.
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In a successful effort to improve the method as suggested

originally in [19], a different formulation is presented in [20] (which

involves the addition of a local maximum allowable step size constraint

in the linear program). Reference [20] and the present development

accomplishes transformation to the standard Linear Program without

increasing the dimension of the local linear optimization problem, in

contrast to Reference [19l. Furthermore, stability robustness, as

measured by a norm of closed-loop eigenvalue sensitivity was minimized

[20] with respect to structure/controller design vector while the

closed-loop response characteristics were gradually improved by imposing

both equality and inequality constraints on the eigenvalue locations.

As a different application, in particular for structural redesign

problems [21], sequential linear programming in conjunction with a

continuation technique is used for a minimum weight design of a

cantilever beam FEM subject to constraints in the design vector space

and constraints on the structural modes. The above examples demonstrate

the versatility and numerical robustness of the proposed algorithm;

consistent with the earlier work on continuation methods [I5].

we next focus on performance indices that provide some measure of

stability robustness of a closed loop system with respect to inevitable

"ignorance“ (of the equations which perfectny model the actual

system). The obvious practical significance of system robustness nmre

than justifies the numerous research publications, especially in the

area of control systems design at all levels of mathematical

abstraction. In particular, performance and stability robust control of

Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) systems has been an area of intense
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research, especially in the use of Singular Value (SV) robustness

measures as evident in the works of [23-29]. In general, the various

robustness criteria proposed fall into two categories: FREQUENCY DOMAIN

- perturbations of transfer functions and the use of generalized Nyquist

stability criteria (examples: Doyle [23], Safonov [25]); TIME DOMAIN -

perturbations of system stability matrix and the use of Lyapunov

stability theorem (examples: Patel [30l, Yedavalli [31]). As pointed

out in [32], the majority of the effort to date has focused on SV to

develop analysis tools in the frequency domain and only a relatively

smaller amount of effort has been focused on the use of SV for control

law synthesis as in [32—35]. The lack of design oriented methodology

and research is even more pronounced for time domain measures. There is

an urgent need to develop design methodology and the computational

algorithms for robust control. The above stated need has motivated some

of the research reported here, including development of associated

sequential LP and continuation methods for use in developing algorithms

for the systematic optimization of the above mentioned time—domain

robustness criteria. Included also is a critical examination of

thevalidityof various robustness criteria from the control designer's

perspective. A more direct but perhaps less rigorous class of methods

for dealing with the robustness problem (of maintaining near optimal

performance and stability of a system in the presence of modelling

errors/uncertainties/perturbations) is through sensitivity

minimization. Howze and Cavin [36] first formulated a "modal

insensitivity" condition and suggests an eigenstructure assignment

approach for achieving modal insensitivity. It is clear that Howze and
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Cavins' formulation was motivated by Moore [70] who in 1976 first

clearly identified the freedom offered by state feedback beyond

specifying closed—loop eigenvalues. Very recently Raman [37], and

Raman and Calise [22], focus on design algorithms for optimal quadratic

regulators with modal insensitivities. However, their use of equality

constraints on the feedback gain matrix to impose zero modal sensitivity

conditions will prove too restrictive for most practical applications of

high-dimensioned systems. In the light of the latter problem, Lim and*‘———_]

Junkins [20] proposed a direct minimization of the norm of eigenvalue

sensitivities.

The favorable preliminary results reported in [20] motivated our

search for a more suitable measure of stability robustness that would

give directly quantifiable, maximum allowable perturbations and improve

the applicability of this approach. Obviously, although both the modal

insensitivity and direct minimization approaches do not guarantee

stability in the presence of unknown model errors or even prescribed

perturbations, they do seek out control configurations having low local

stability sensitivity with respect to uncertainties.

In summary, the need for a dependable optimization tool that

efficiently handles a large number of nonlinear inequality constraint

conditions and a high dimensioned design space is critical, particularly

for use in simultaneous design of structures and controllers of large

systems. It is further important that nonlinear optimization iterations

be done in such a way that convergence failures are informative, i.e.,

suggest restatements of the problem that would lead to a least

compromised solution. In addition, methods are needed for incorporating
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performance and stability robustness tolerances based on recently

developed robustness criteria for design of MIMO control systems.

1.2 Dissertation Outline

The range of issues and problems covered in this dissertation is

very broad and is currently being pursued by many researchers. As a

result, a significant portion of the research reported here involves

careful study, interpretation and extensions of very recent work.

In chapter 2, we present the most specific and immediately useful

contribution of this dissertation, namely, a new optimization algorithm

involving sequential LP and a continuation method for attacking a class

of optimization problems. The class of problems includes, but certainly

is not restricted to the structure/controller optimization problems at

- the focus of this dissertation. with this tool in hand, we discuss the

significance and the formulation of a simultaneous structure and

controller design/optimization approach. This is followed by numerical

examples involving the design of direct output feedback controllers by

pole placement with both fixed and variable plants to demonstrate the

methodology, its generality and its versatility.

In chapter 3, several issues associated with modal sensitivity are

presented. First, a review of the recent and current literature on

eigenstructure assignment and modal insensitivity theories is

presented. This is followed by a discussion of a minimum eigenvalue

sensitivity design approach involving the direct minimization of the

magnitude of the eigenvalue sensitivities. In this context, an

interpretation of the eigenvalue sensitivity matrix is given in terms of
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an operator norm. Furthermore, the well-established concepts of

conditioning of eigenvalue problems are reviewed and applied to derive a

criterion which guarantees asymptotic stability in a feedback controls

context. The chapter ends with a re—examination of the general, non-

self-adjoint eigenvalue problem and presents several new insights on bi-

orthogonality and normalizations, and their role in correctly deriving

eigenvector derivatives which are either incorrect, incomplete and/or

misleading in the current literature.

Chapter 4 explores recently proposed stability robustness criteria

in the time domain. It begins with a review of the Lyapunov stability

theorem for time-invariant, discrete linear systems and then a

robustness condition due to Patel and Toda is derived in a novel way. A

new approach utilizing modal coordinates is presented for the derivation

of a robustness measure which turns out to be directly related to the

condition number of the corresponding eigenvalue problem. In addition,

this chapter examines the stability robustness of optimal linear

quadratic full state feedback controllers. The dependence of robustness

measures on the dominant eigenvalues of the closed loop system and the

weight matrices of the quadratic cost function is highlighted including

its significance to pole placement problems.

Chapter 5 focuses on applications. A 20th-order dynamical system

representing a free-free flexible beam with an attached rigid—body is

considered. Formulations and comparisons of three designs, namely,

designs of minimum sensitivity, minimum mass and maximum robustness, are

presented. The design variables number 55 and includes 4 structural

parameters, 3 actuator locations, and 48 control gain elements. In
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addition, 16 equality constraints on eigenvalues and 77 inequality

constraints are used in the examples. The successful optimizations for

this example provide an excellent basis for optimism vis—a-vis practical

applications.

Finally, chapter 6 presents a summary of lessons learned and

several concluding remarks.



2. A UNIFIED APPROACH TO STRUCTURE AND CONTROLLER

DESIGN OPTIMIZATIONS

2.1 Introduction

In the conventional approach [IO], structural design and structural

control system design are essentially uncoupled as the interaction

between the structures and controls designers has been very minimal in

the past. Typically, the structural designer establishes a nominal

structural design based on strength and stiffness requirements obtained

from anticipated peak maneuver loads during the expected (or typical)

operation of the control system. The structural engineer‘s concern is

to design a lightweight structure that will satisfy the strength,

stiffness and other performance requirements and traditionally, the

designer of the control system has little input in the evolution of the

basic structural design. An unfortunate consequence of the artificially

uncoupled nature of the two disciplines may very well be difficulty in

achieving desired closed-loop performance, this is especially true for

marginally feasible missions. There does not presently exist systematic

methods for modifying the nominal structure to enhance the performance

of the controlled structure.

In this chapter, we present a general method for attacking a class

of optimization problems frequently encountered in the design of

structures and controllers. we begin by discussing, along the lines of

Illl, the parameterization of the structure and control system and

highlighting the use of a global parameter vector which is comprised of

both structural and controller parameters. Ne then focus on a

ll
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conceptually simple (but nevertheless powerful!) method for handling

constraints which overcomes several nontrivial problems that must be

confronted in nonlinear optimization problems. The above method is

commonly referred to as a continuation or homotopy method and has been

implemented successfully in several problems as documented in

[l1,12,14,15,19—21]. Next, we reformulate the general nonlinear

programming problem in terms of a sequence of linear programming

problems which are solved by the Simplex algorithm. Finally we conclude

by presenting a few numerical examples to fix ideas.

2.2 Parameterizations of Structures and Controllers

In this section, three standard control configurations are

described which are used in the sequel to demonstrate the methodologies

and algorithms developed in this dissertation for the design and

optimization of structural and control systems.

A most fundamental and necessary step in any systems analysis and

design involves the modelling and parameterizations of mathematical

models of physical systems. This stage, generally referred to as

"conceptual design", is usually followed by tuning of the design

parameters (parameter optimization) to achieve apriori defined optimum

conditions. In particular, we consider here the parameterization of

structures and controllers for their simultaneous design in state space.

we consider the general second order linear system, often found in

structural dynamics for describing structural vibrations

ME(t) + Cä(t) + K+;(t) = Du(t) (2.2.1)
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where M, C, and K represents the mass, damping and stiffness matrices

respectively and D represents the control force distribution matrix.

Eq. (2.2.1) can be re—written in the state—space form

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (2.2.2)

where

x(t)=*?(I) ;A= 0 I ;6=§°
ä(t) -M‘Ik -M‘Ic M‘I0

we also consider here output measurements of the form

y(t) = Hx(t) (2.2.3)

where y and H represents the output vector and measurement matrix

respectively.

2.2.1 Direct Output Feedback

The simplest output feedback controller takes the linear form

u(t) = G y(t) (2.2.4)

where G is a constant gain matrix. we see that by substituting Eqs.

(2.2.3) and (2.2.4) into Eq. (2.2.2), we obtain the closed loop system

x(t) = Ä x(t) (2.2.5)

where the closed loop system matrix is

Ä = A + B G H . (2.2.6)
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The matrices introduced above can be assumed to be parameterized as

M = M(a) D = D(b)

C = C(a) H = H(c)

K = K(¤) G = G<9)

where

a - structural design vector

b - actuator design/location vector

c — sensor design/location vector

g — control gain vector

The above structure and controller design parameters can be combined to

form a global parameter vector

p = col(a, b, c, g)

and closed loop system matrix can be written as

Np) = ^<¤) + B(¤„b) G<s) H(c) -
Although it is obvious that open loop characteristics influence the

closed loop characteristics, the design philosophy suggested here

emphasizes the fact that open loop parameters could be tuned in

precisely the same way control parameters are tuned and perhaps

simultaneously for best results.
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2.2.2 Dynamic Compensation Feedback

A more general output feedback controller is the dynamic

compensator [44] of order s

u(t) = G,y(t) + G2z(t) (2.2.7)

where

i(t) = Flz(t) + F2y(t) (2.2.8)

with the initial state assumed as z(0) = 0. Since the dynamic

compensator state z(t) can be obtained in principle by integrating Eq.

(2.2.8), the control law of Eq. (2.2.7) can be seen as containing

information on both current and past output signals.

By combining Eqs. (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) with Eqs. (2.2.2) and

(2.2.3), we can write the closed loop system in the augmented form

d(t) = Aq(t) (2.2.9)

where

~ A + B GIH B G2
A = (2.2.10)

FZH Fl

><(t)
q(t) ‘

z(t)

As evident from Eq. (2.2.10), the designer has under his control, in

addition to parameters associated with direct output feedback

controllers, the parameters
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d = col(dz, dz, dz)

where

Gz = Gz(dz)

F1: F1(d2)

F2 = F2(d3)

A main drawback of using dynamic compensators involves judicious

selection of the augmented design parameters to maintain asymptotic

stability of both the dynamic compensation states in addition to the

original closed loop system. The above complication and an increase in

the order of the system and the design vector space is the price paid

for a more versatile set of closed loop characteristics. Through the

dynamic compensator's "memory", one can achieve frequency shaping, in

addition to damping of the controlled response.

2.2.3 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) Output Feedback

This approach to feedback controller design is motivated by the

simplicity of generating control commands directly by linear

combinations of the available output instead of first reconstructing an

estimate of the full state via a Kalman Filter [47] or state observer

[48]. A derivation of the necessary conditions and the corresponding

output feedback gains for optimum LQR using output feedback is given by

Levine and Athans l49|. However, a more concise derivation with

identical results is given by Mendel [50] and will be followed here.

The problem can be stated as follows
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MINIMIZE J ·
1 lm

l
T T

- E 0 x (t) 0x(t) + u (t) Ru(t)] dt (2.2.11)

SUBJECT TO x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t); x(O) = xo (2.2.12)

y(t) = H x(t) (2.2.13)

where the controller is constrained to the form

u(t) = G y(t) (2.2.14)

and

Q 2 0 , R > 0 .

To convert the above problem to a static optimization problem (i.e. time

dependent trajectory is absent), we use the following results (whose

proof is given in [40]).

THEOREM 2.2.1

If the system

x(t) = A x(t); x(O) = xu

is asymptotically stable, then

é fz xT(t) R x(t) dt = é xT0Kx0

where K satisfies the Lyapunov equation
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ATK + KA = -R and R 2 0.

To use the above theorem, we substitute Eqs. (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) into

Eq. (2.2.11) to obtain

MINIMIZE J = é
fm

xT(t) R x(t) dt (2.2.15)
0

SUBJECT T0 i(t) = Ä x(t); x(0) = xo (2.2.16)

A = A + BGH

E = Q + HTGTRGH .

By applying Theorem 2.2.1 to Eqs. (2.2.15) and (2.2.16), we transform

the above LQR problem to a constrained static optimization problem of

the form

MINIMIZE J — lxT Kx — l trace(Kx xT) (2 2 17)" 2 o 0 ' 2 0 0 '
•

sußascr TO ATR + KÄ = -§ (2.2.18)

ll = A + BGH
E = Q + HTGTRGH .

He note that R is guaranteed to be positive semi definite since Q 2 0

and R > 0 are initially assumed. From Eq. (2.2.17), we see the

dependence of the the optimization problem on a given initial state. To

eliminate this dependence on a specific initial state, and to account
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for the fact that an infinity of initial states are possible, the

standard procedure is to take an average of the performance obtained for

a linearly independent set of initial states. In particular, the

initial state is assumed to be a vector of independent random variables

belonging to distributions having equal (unit) variances, then

Elxoxgl = I (2.2.19)

we note that the equal variance assumption can always be made if we

introduce an appropriate re—normalization of x. Under these

assumptions, the modified cost function is

E - E · 1 1— IJI — EI? tracé {Kx0x0}I

= é trace {K Elxoxg I) = é trace {K)
.’

The resulting static optimization problem can be written as

MINIMIZE Ü = é trace{Kl (2.2.20)

sußasci io A1x + xi = -§ (2.2.21)

Ä = A + BGH

E = Q + +116112611

Re AiIÄ| j —ai ; i=1,...,n
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where ai represents the stability margin of i-th mode. Note that Eq.

(2.2.19) is not overly restrictive; we can re-scale the components of x

to make the unit, equal variance assumption appropriate.

The necessary conditions for the existence of an optimal output

feedback solution can be obtained by introducing a Lagrange Multiplier

matrix L and setting the gradients of the Lagrangian with respect to G,

L and K to zero to obtain [49]

6 = —R_1BTKLHT(HLHT)”1 (2.2.22)

(A + BGH)L + L(A + BGH)T + I = 0 (2.2.23)

(A + BGH)TK + x(A + BGH) + Q + HTGTRGH = 0 (2.2.24)

From the above necessary conditions we can obtain the important special

case when m = n (no. of outputs = order of system) and assuming the

measurement matrix, H to be invertible, Eq. (2.2.22) becomes

G = ·R-IBTKH-1

and Eq. (2.2.24) reduces to

ATK + KA - KBR-IBTK + Q = 0 (2.2.25)

which is the standard Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) representing the

necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality of full state
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feedback LQR. The above result is indeed expected since the assumption

that the inverse of H exists implies that the full state is recoverable

from the measured outputs and hence the initial output feedback law

specializes to the full state feedback law.

It is important to note that Eqs. (2.2.22) to (2.2.24) represents

only necessary conditions for optimal LQR output feedback. In addition,

controllability and observability [57l conditions which are sufficient

for the existence of Riccati equation solution will not guarantee

stability for the output feedback controller. The above reasons

explains the relative difficulty in designing numerical algorithms for

computing optimal output feedback gains.

we observe from Eqs. (2.2.22) to (2.2.24) that in principle, the

plant matrices, A, B, and H, the control gain matrix, G, the Lagrange

multiplier matrix, L, and the quadratic weight matrices, Q and R can all

be tuned simultaneously to satisfy various design constraints. Although

currently no algorithms exist that allow all the above matrices to be

varied simultaneously, there exists important special cases. In

particular, reference [76] presents an iterative algorithm to solve for

G, K and L matrices from Eqs. (2.2.22) to (2.2.24). It can be seen that

this algorithm [76] can easily accommodate additional weight matrices to

increase flexibility. On the other hand, reference [I4! presents a

robust algorithm for satisfying eigenvalue constraints by tuning a set

of generalized quadratic weight matrices of optimal linear quadratic

regulators with full state feedback while keeping all other parameters

fixed.
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2.3 A Continuation Approach for Imposing Constraints in Nonlinear

Optimization

He consider all sets of constraint vectors that can be reduced to

the forms f(p) s fß, f(p) 2 f¤, f(p) = f¤ and we indicate all three

possibilities by the following notation

f(p) { j, =, j 1
fo

(2.3.1)

where
fo

denotes specified objectives and f(p) represents constraint

functions whose dependence on parameter p is assumed known and "well-

behaved" (continuous and differentiable). For the class of problems

including simultaneous structure and controller design, the set of

constraints represented by Eq. (2.3.1) may include constraints on

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, total structural weight, closed-loop

stability requirements, structural geometry constraints, stability and

performance robustness with respect to plant uncertainty requirements

and direct upper and lower bounds on design variables. The complex

nature of the constraints leads to various problems in the context of

mathematical programming. First, the constraint objectives may be such

that no solution exists, much less an optimal solution. Secondly, for

nonlinear problems, in spite of a consistent set of constraints, it may

be difficult to locate a starting or initial feasible solution.

Indeed, an important element of engineering design is a satisfactory

tradeoff between conflicting requirements. However, the above requires

the designer to know the relative restrictiveness of individual

constraints. The continuation method l15] resolves, at least to a
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significant degree, the above problems by (1) seeking out at least a

feasible solution to a neighbor of the original problem (if indeed a

feasible solution to the originally stated problem does not exist) and,

(2) providing "arbitrarily good" initial guesses by starting each

iteration with a neighboring converged solution.

The continuation method essentially involves replacing a subset of

the original constraint objectives, fo, typically consisting of

compromisable and/or demanding constraints, by a sequential neighboring

set of constraint objectives, F(Yi) , where

S 0Fhi) = (1- vi) f(¤ ) + vif (2-3-2)

where ps is an arbitrarily chosen starting design vector and Yi is the

scalar continuation parameter satisfying

Ü = Yo S Y1 S Y2 S ... S YN = 1 . (2.3.3)

For redesign problems, ps is naturally taken to be the nominal system

values [21]. The above convex combination of starting constraint and

final constraint objectives as shown in Eq. (2.3.2) reveals the

following facts:

at Y = Yo = 0
-

F(0) = F(PS)

at Y = YN = 1 , F(l) =
fo

i.e. if convergence is achieved at Y = 1 , we recover the original
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objective constraint condition. It is also obvious but nevertheless

important to note that if convergence is achieved at Y = l it will be

done in N steps. In most nonlinear problems where linearizations about

current values are assumed, of course, the step size of AY can be

chosen to validate the assumptions.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, failure to reach the final

(Y = 1) solution is usually softened by convergence to a neighboring

solution. The active constraint set and gradient information of the

final convergence provides a basis for intelligent revisions of the

problem statement.

2.4 Optimization via Seguential Linear Programming

The following features motivate the use of optimization using

Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) approach for the solution of

mathematical programming formulations of simultaneous structure and

controller design problems:

i) many design problems involve a large number of constraints,
mostly inequalities,

ii) efficient and reliable computer codes using the Simplex
algorithm are easily available,

iii) problem formulations are direct and simple, especially
the constraint equations.

Perhaps further justification for our emphasis on the SLP approach can

be attributed to its ease of use and competitiveness with respect to

other leading optimization algorithms. Recently, Palacios—Gomez, et.al.

[45,46I have demonstrated that nonlinear optimization by SLP compares

favorably with other established methods such as the Generalized Reduced

Gradient (GRG) method. In addition, they point out that at present,
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disagreement exists in the literature on the issue of which algorithms

are superior and emphasize that performance is strongly dependent on the

strategies used, the computer implementation and on parameter values

used in the algorithm. Their work also includes a discussion of various

strategies for implementation of SLP.

Let us consider the general nonlinear programming problem

· MAXIMIZE J(p) (2.4.1)

SUBJECT TO f(p) (6, =, 2}
fo

(2.4.2)

where p is a vector of design parameters, f(p) represents a given set of

constraint functions,
fo

represents a set of desired constraint

objectives and J represents the cost function. To transform the problem

stated above to a sequential linear program, we simply linearize the

equations about current parameters, pc, to obtain

MAXIMIZE
gp [gg-

I
]Ap. + O(Ap2)

j=1 apj pc 3 (2.4.3)

SUBJECT TO
I

IAP- + O(Ap2) (2.4.4)
1=1 Jpa ¤° J
ls, =, zi e=°

where p =
pc + Ap

and "np" represents the number of design parameters. For the problem as

stated in Eqs. (2.4.3) and (2.4.4), we point out that for a small class

of problems where contraints of Eq. (2.4.4) generate a feasible region

(the subspace of Ap where Eq. (2.2.4) is satisfied) and where all
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linearizations about a current point are reasonably valid, the problem

just formulated may be solved iteratively using the Simplex algorithm

until some type of numerical convergence is achieved. However, for

general nonlinear problems (where initial guesses close to the optimum

are not available and linearization assumptions about a nominal point do

not hold over all of the feasible region), additional restrictions are

needed for its numerical solution. Indeed, a demanding set of

constraints may occasionally correspond to an inconsistent set, or

equivalently, no solution may exist.

For the above reasons, we introduce constraints on the maximum and

minimum allowable parameter corrections locally, i.e.

-6 s Ap s 6 (2.4.5)

and apply the continuation method of handling potentially difficult and

compromisable constraints as described in Section 2.3. Equation (2.4.5)

applies element-by-element, since Ap and 6 are vectors. All elements

of 6 are assumed to be positive. Hence, by replacing the particular

constraint objectives in Eq. (2.4.4) by a sequential neighboring set of

constraint objectives, F(yi) as given by Eq. (2.3.2), we rewrite the

modified linear program at continuation step "i" as

¤D
MAXIMIZE _: läéj I i_1l Apj (2.4.6)

J=1 ap
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"P afSUBJECT TO 2 [56-
I i_i] Apj {s, =, z}

J=1 3 p (2.4.7)

(1- vi) f(pS) + vif° - f(¤1‘1)

-6 s Ap s 6 (2.4.8)

pi
=

pB”1
+ Ap ; po; ps i=1,...,N (2.4.9)

we note here that the current parameter pc has been replaced by pB'1 and

po, (the parameter vector at step "O"), by an arbitrary starting

parameter vector, ps. It should also be pointed out here that the

current step size bound, 6 , may be adjusted judiciously to accommodate

a tradeoff between satisfying local linearity assumption and permitting

a solution to the neighbor constraint which depends on the constraint

step change of (vi — vi_i). Some degree of numerical experimentation

and artwork is usually necessary for an efficient implementation of the

above method.

we next introduce a translational transformation of the form

y = Ap + 6 . (2.4.10)

In terms of the nonnegative coordinate, y, we can rewrite the linear

program of Eqs. (2.4.6) to (2.4.9) at step "i" as

MAXIMIZE np BJ
ill i_1l yj (2.4.11)
J=1 J ¤
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np af sSUBJECT TO _z [5Ej
I

i_l] yj {s, =, 2} (1—Yi)f(p )
1=1 ap

(2.4.12)
¤ 1-1

“°
af+ Yif · f(P ) +_Z [ggf i_1] cj

J=1Jp

y s 26 (2.4.13)

pi = pi”l+ y - E ; po = ps i=1,...,N (2.4.14)
y is nonnegative.

By adding "slack" and/or "surplus" variables which are themselves

nonnegative, we see that the linear program above can be easily

transformed to the "standard linear program" [17l form of

MAXIMIZE CTx (2.4.15)

SUBJECT TO Ax = b (2.4.16)

x is nonnegative.

where x represents the augmented parameter vector consisting of y and

the slack and surplus variables. The above linear program can be solved

using standard Simplex codes.

2.5 Design Example: Mininum Sensitivity Eigenvalue

Placement Using Output Feedback

2.5.1 Problem Formulation

In this section, we show details the of an example simultaneous

design optimization problem. Ne seek to simultaneously assign closed
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loop eigenvalues and minimize eigenvalue sensitivities with respect to

selected plant parameters (subject to various constraints on controller

gains and stiffness elements). An idealized, simple structural model

consisting of three lumped masses, springs and dashpots is chosen here

to demonstrate the ideas introduced previously. A flow chart of the

optimization strategy is given in Figure 2.1.

Before we begin detailed discussion of this example, we reiterate

the practical feature of the algorithm that inequality constraints

(which appear very frequently in practical design situations) are

handled with ease. For contrast and comparison, one major issue which

arises when using the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) formulation in

regulator designs is to penalize the indiscriminate use of control

energy with respect to state error without explicitly introducing

inequality constraints on controllers. Inequality constraints (control

saturation bounds, for example) are typically enforced (in LQR designs)

indirectly by ad hoc variations in the weight matrices. The present

approach also imposes actuator saturation bounds indirectly, through

inequality constraints on control gains. The following derivation

closely parallels our original work in l20l.

Let us consider the discrete mass—spring-dashpot system as shown in

Figure 2.2. Two actuators at DOF's 1 and 3 and displacement and velocity

sensors at DOF's 2 and 3 are assumed available for output feedback. The

system equations are of the form given in Eqs. (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) where

E
x = zé § (6x1) vector
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mass matrix,

M = diag{ml, m2,m3} = diag{10, 10, 25}

damping matrix,

C=.02x-K

where Y represents a constant stiffness matrix, chosen in this example

as the starting value of the general stiffness matrix,

k1+k2 -k2 O
K= -k2 k2+k3 -k3

V
0 -k3 k3

force distribution matrix,

1 0
D=0O

0 1

measurement matrix,

010°001: 0
H:

0 :010
:001
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Figure 2.1 A Flow Chart Illustrating the Use of SLP and
Continuation Method
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and output gain matrix,

G
gl gz 93 94
96 96 97

96wenext consider a direct measure of the sensitivity of closed-loop

eigenvalues with respect to selected parameters, more specifically, with

respect to three lumped masses. Let us then define the eigenvalue

sensitivity measure (with respect to the mass properties) as

A 3 2n ax, 2
S= E Z (2.5.].)

5=1 1=1 5 J

where

Eil = i—th eigenvalue derivative with respect to
amj j—th lumped mass

wi. = weighting factor associated with the i—th
J eigenvalue sensitivity with respect to j-th

lumped mass

Further assume that we are given the set of design variables, pk

(k=1,...,np), which may or may not include the lumped masses. we

linearly expand the sensitivity cost function (as shown in [20I) to

obtain

c np cS(p) = S(p ) + 4kzl Sk(p ) Apk + ... (2.5.2)

where
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C 3 n axi* azxi
S (p ) = Re[ 2 2 ——— ———————— w--Ik . . . . . .Jzl 1=1 amj apkamJ TJ pc (2 5 3)

p = pc + AP

and "np" and "*" represents the number of design parameters and complex

conjugate respectively. At a current design configuration, pc, it is

obvious from Eq. (2.5.2) that we need to minimize only

np CJ(Ap) = Z $k(¤ ) Apk (2-5-4)
k=1

where

AP = (Ap AP )T

and Sk is given by Eq. (2.5.3). The first and second eigenvalue partial

derivatives are required in Eq. (2.5.3) and are derived in detail in

reference [67] and are repeated here for convenience

ax. —
1 _ T— Wi mj ¢i (2.5.5)

2
..3.}.; . ,1 Ji. .apkamj i apkamj °i

1 Ä 1 aÄ 1 ai 1 ai
2n wi am. °9°9 apk °i + Ü9 am. °i°i apk °9

Z (2.5.6)
9.=l i 9.
9,:i
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where from Eq. (2.2.6)

-Ä=A+BGH
and ¢, m , represents the right and left eigenvectors of the closed loop

system. More generally, of course, one can include any subset of p (in

addition to mi) in the sensitivity measure of Eq. (2.5.1). Intuitively,

one might select (and weight) the parameters depending upon apriori

estimates of system parameter uncertainty. This gives rise to a

"structured“ sensitivity measure. In evaluating the final summation of

Eq. (2.5.6), it is important to first evaluate the four quadratic

products (such as ¢§—§§j— al), otherwise the operation count increases

by orders of magnitudes.J

Let us consider next the constraints on closed loop eigenvalues

associated with their assignments. In particular, we seek to drive, if

possible, the damping factors such that they exceed certain desirable
4

values. In other words, we desire

;i(p) 2 gg ; i=1,...,nm

or

c(¤) 2 c° (2-5-7)

where
to

denotes the objective (desired) damping factors and
“nm"

denotes the number of modes. In addition to damping constraints, we

seek to drive damped natural frequencies ud to desired values.

Symbolically, we can achieve the above by imposing in addition, the

equality constraints
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udi(p) = ud; ; i=1,...,nm

or
„d(p) = 6; (2.5.8)

where wg represents objective (desired) damped frequencies. It should

be pointed out that the constraints in Eq. (2.5.8) serves a dual

purpose. They represent a second set of constraints on the closed loop

eigenvalues. Clearly the constraints of Eqs. (2.5.7) and (2.5.8) may

also be used to control eigenvalue trajectories and hence avoid the

trajectories of all controlled eigenvalues from crossing each other or

the real axis which may cause bifurcations or other unnecessary

complications. It is obvious that the continuation form of the

constraints as given by Eq. (2.3.2) when judiciously applied to Eq.

(2.5.8) will. lead to nearly parallel trajectories which are easily

tractable.

The eigenvalue constraints of Eqs. (2.5.7) and (2.5.8) can be

linearized about current parameters, pc as

IPC] Apk z 40 — 4 Ipc (2.5.9)

kg:l—;;E-
Ipcl Apk = 6; - wg IPC (2.5.10)

where from (A.6) and (A.7), the sensitivities take the forms
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= [REUE} DMW} — Imüi} R8 {R;} ]
i

Sw

-521- = Im {—;il—} .pk pk

In addition to the above eigenvalue placement constraints, we allow here

constraints involving explicit bounds on plant parameters and gain

elements. Indeed, we may even include constraints associated with

location of sensors and actuators, relative magnitudes of eigenvector

elements or even stability robustness requirements. In short, we admit

all equality and inequality constraints (other than eigenvalue

constraints) which are expressible in the algebraic forms

0ZE(¤) = ZE

Z (p) < Z°IE 7 IE

or in their linearized forms

2 ——— Ap = z - z i 2.5. 1
np[azE

l I 0 ( 1 )
kzl apk pc k E E pc

np azIE 0
Apk > ZIE

‘Forreasons discussed earlier in section 2.3, the continuation

equation of Eq. (2.3.2) is applied to selected constraint objectives
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appearing in Eqs. (2.5.9) to (2.5.12). If all the above objectives are

replaced by a sequential set of objectives (each convergence will

provide starting estimates for the next step), the resulting linearized

constraints can be written as

np ömd S 0Apk = (1- (2.5.13ä)

l S +
0

2 5 13b

np azE S 0Apk - (1 — vi)ZE + viZE - ZE Ipi_1 (2.5.13c)

(
"P BZIE s <>Apk S (1 - vi)ZIE+ YiZIE— ZIEI pi_1 (2.5.13d)

where

pi = p1—1 + Ap

and superscript "i" represents the i-th continuation step. what remains

is the imposition of local step size bounds as given in Eq. (2.4.5) and

the transformation to nonnegative coordinates through the use of Eq.

(2.4.10). In summary, the linear program to solve at step "i" can be

written in nonnegative coordinates as follows:
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OP
MAXIMIZE Z - S y (2.5.14)

k=l k D1-1 k

SUBJECT TO
np Bw

kE11—BEE_|
i-11 yk = (1 wd1 i—1’

"
p (2.6.166)

np Bwd
I+ E [———-—| . 6

k=l apk p1—1 k

OP

np
[ ac

I

(2.5.15b)
+ X ——-— .

k=l apk P1-1 ek

hp BZE S 0yk = (1 — Yi)ZE + yiZE
—

ZElpi_l

np 3ZE (2.5.15C)
+ 2 I——| - I

k=l apk
p1_1 bk

np BZIE s Gyk S (1 ‘ *11216 * *1216 ‘ 2161p1-1
np 3ZIE

(2.5.15d)‘«

y s 26 (2.5.16)
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Ap = y - 6

¤‘
=

¤‘
+ AP

In the sequel, optimizations with respect to three sets of design

variables and associated constraints are given.

2.5.2 Controller Design with Fixed Plant
”

First, we consider minimum sensitivity eigenvalue placement with no

explicit constraints on design parameters. The design vector consists

of 8 gain elements

p = (gl,...,gö)T (8xl) vector

and all other matrices are constants. The linear program at step
"i“

then takes the form:

MAXIMIZE -sT y

SUBJECT TD
(l1X8)

I 26

Läé y S
_(1 _ ) S _ ° + _ Iii. |ap pi-1 Yi F *1F F pi-1 ap pi-1 F

(3x8)

3w öwd _ s 0 d(1 - vi)wd + viwd —
wd|pi_1+lap Ipi_1I 6(

y nonnegative
Ap = y - 6

¤‘
=

p‘
+ AP
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The initial gains were chosen as zeros and the corresponding

starting damping factors and damped frequencies computed accordingly (in

this case the open loop values). Table 2.1 summarizes the starting,

objective (desired) and converged values. It can be seen that all

damped frequencies and damping factors have successfully converged to

desired° values (i.e. Y = 1.0). Figure 2.3a shows the eigenvalue

trajectories during the continuation increments while Figures 2.3b and

2.3c show the gain histories and eigenvalue sensitivity cost functions

respectively during the continuation increments from

Y = 0.0 to Y = 1.0. From Figure 2.3a, we observe some erratic

convergence behavior in the latter stages of the continuation history.

Each square (symbol) represents a converged step. Note the degree of

nonlinearity as the distance between the symbols vary at each nominal

point. The final converged gains where

-14.6 -27.8 -57.8 -39.7
G =

I:-25.8 -41.8 -61.5 -36.2]

It is interesting to note that all gain elements eventually converged to

negative values. This means that the force actuators at degree of

freedoms 1 and 3 always fed back with a negative linear combination of

displacement and velocity measurements at degree of freedoms 2 and 3.

2.5.3 Controller Design with Fixed Plant and Inequality Constraints on
Gain Elements

This case is identical to previous cases but with one significant

difference; lower and upper bounds on gain elements are included to
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reflect practical constraints possibly arising from factors such as

control saturation requirements or control energy limitations. By

constraining all gain elements by lower and upper bounds of

magnitudes gz and gu, respectively, we have

9£$P$9u

or
°-1ys¤°—¤‘

+6
_y S _g2 + pi-1 _ E

The lower and upper bounds on gains were chosen in this example as

gl = -10
gu = 10 .

The linear program at step "i" then takes the form:

MAXIMIZE -sT y
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SUBJECT T0
(27x8)

I Ze

_ä$ _ _ S _
°

_ Ei .ap |pi—1 (1 *1)* *1* * * pi-1 (ap p1-1)*

I y s gu _ pi-1 + E

_I _g1 + pi-1 _ E

(3x8)
Bw Bwd _ s d[T11 IP1-1] Y ‘ 1(1 ‘ *1)"‘a * Yi‘°d|pi—1+1;_ap IP1-1) *1

y nonnegative,

Ap = y · e

p1= p]
+ Ap .

The initial gains were chosen as zeros. Table 2.1 summarizes the

starting, objective and converged values. we achieved convergence only

up to Y = .412 and the desired objectives were not attained. This is

indeed expected from the parameter histories for the unconstrained case

given in Figure 2.3b, where it is seen that a bound on gains of

magnitude 10 corresponds to a Y value of approximately 0.4.

Figure 2.4a shows the eigenvalue trajectories while Figures 2.4b

and Figures 2.4c shows the gain histories and eigenvalue sensitivity

cost function during the continuation increments from

Y = 0.0 to Y = 0.412 . The converged gains at Y = 0.412 were
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G = [1.7 -1.0 .7 - 6.4]_
1.7 -8.7 -6.3 -10.0

It can be seen from the above that element (2,4) of the gain matrix

reached the imposed lower bound. At this point no amount of change in

the continuation step size (eigenvalue constraints) increased the level

of convergence (Y). Clearly, the lower bound on gain element (2,4) is a

critical constraint; a negative change in element (2,4) of the gain

matrix (which violates the lower bound constraint) is required to make

further progress.

2.5.4 Controller Design with Variable Plant and Inequality Constraints
on Controller and Plant

This final case involves the simultaneous design of structural and

controller parameters. VThe structural parameters considered here are

the 3 stiffness elements. In addition, inequality constraints on both

classes of parameters reflects the type of design restrictions one might

encounter in practice. with the additional three structural parameters,

we might expect to obtain better results than the previous fixed plant

case as given in section 2.5.3.

The design vector thus consists of the 11 elements

p = (g1,...,g8, kl, kz, k3)T

controller structure

and the additional stiffness constraints imposed are

kg
s k s ku
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or

[0 1] y s ku
- [0 1]

{pi_1
- 6}

[0 -1] y s -k£ + [O I] (pi-1
· 6}

where kl = .10 and ku = 2 are selected. The resulting linear program at

step "i" takes the form:

MAXIMIZE -sT y

SUBJECT TO
(36x11)

I 26

3;
I

S
°

3;·_ —(l - Y·)C — v·C + cl ·_ — I————I ·_ I 6ap P1 1 1 1 P1 1 ap D1 1

1 0 y s [1 O] (gu
-

pI”1
+ 6}

-1 0 11 01 1-g“
+ pI’1 - 61

0 1 ku
- [O II

(Diel
- 6}

0 -1 -k£ + [O 1]
(Pi—1

- 6}

(3x1l)

301 Bwd _ s 0 dI(l
I

y nonnegative
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Ap = y — 6

pi = pi-1 + Ap ·
The initial gains were again chosen as zeros and the corresponding

starting damping factors and damped frequencies computed accordingly.

Table 2.1 summarizes the starting, objective and converged values. Ne

achieved convergence up to Y = 0.415 and thus the desired objectives

(at Y=1) were not attained. This implies that the addition of

stiffness elements as design variables did not significantly improve

eigenvalue assignability over the previous case with fixed stiffness.

In retrospect this is intuitively reasonable; we are attempting to move

the eigenvalues left and varying stiffness parameters can be expected to

have secondary effect on the real parts of the eigenvalues (neglecting

weak coupling due to certain off-diagonal terms, the effect is zero).

Figure 2.5a shows the eigenvalue trajectories while Figures 2.5b, c

and d shows the gain and stiffness histories and eigenvalue sensitivity

cost function respectively. The converged gains and stiffness

parameters at Y = 0.415 were

2.0 - 3.9 -1.8 -10.0
G =

.9 -10.0 -5.6 - 9.9

= .78 ; kz = .85 ; k3 = 1.00

Comparing the converged eigenvalue trajectories of Figures 2.3a,

2.4a and 2.5a we observe that they are almost identical. Of course,

this is the result of specifying the same objective eigenvalue

trajectories. The gain histories of Figures 2.3b and 2.4b are identical
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except for the effect of constraints on gain elements in the latter

case. The latter result is expected since the design variables,

equality constraints and the cost functions are identical for the two

cases; the additional inequality constraints on the gains only restricts

further progress in the design space and has no effect on the shape of

the path in the design space. On the other hand, Figure 2.5b differs

from Figures 2.3b and 2.4b since the addition of stiffness parameters to

the design vector fundamentally mmdifies the dimension of the design

space, hence its trajectories. It is interesting to observe (Figure

2.5c) that all stiffness elements decreased although the frequencies

were driven upwards.

The converged eigenvalue sensitivity cost function of Figures 2.3c,

2.4c and 2.5d displays a similar trend; the sensitivities remained

approximately constant until Y E .3 where it begins to grow
”

exponentially. Curiously enough, the corresponding stability robustness

index (see section 4.3) increased almost monotonically and very rapidly

near the beginning. The above result implies that our direct measure of

eigenvalue sensitivity and the measure of stability robustness do not

have a “one—to-one" relationship. This truth is demonstrated again for

a more elaborate example in Chapter 5.

2.5.5 Summary of Numerical Results

The following are the main points demonstrated in the above

examples:

0 Constraining gains leads to implicit limitations on eigenvalue

assignability.
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o Although constraints on gains may prevent convergence to desired

conditions, the algorithm converges to a nearest neighbor consistent

with a least compromised specification for the constraints. This

property is highly advantageous over existing algorithms for pole

placement for which inequality constraints cannot be conveniently

incorporated.

o Inclusion of stiffness elements as design variables may not

significantly improve damping assignability but may significantly

improve the eigenvalue sensitivity cost function as evident in

Figure 2.6.

2.6 Concluding Remarks

we have derived here a fairly general design algorithm which uses

sequential linear programming and continuation methods. A simple

example is used for illustration. The simultaneous design of a

structure and an output feedback controller of a sixth—order dynamical

system demonstrates the simplicity of the proposed algorithm. Given any

parameterized system, the gradient of the constraints and cost functions

are needed to set up a linear program. The validity of local

linearizations is enhanced by a constraint on the maximum allowable

parameter change at each step and also by adjusting the continuation

step size. It is important that the maximum allowable parameter change

used at each step be compatible with the continuation step size chosen,

since a relatively small step size bound may eliminate the possibility

of a feasible region to a set of neighboring constraints whose distance

is directly related to the continuation step size. On the other hand,
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too large a step size bound may destabilize convergence as the linearity

assumptions are sufficiently violated. Currently, we have no way to

choose "optimal" parameter and continuation step sizes that would allow

the largest possible continuation step that is consistent with the

linearizations. However, a reasonably successful rule of thumb has been

found workable; we use some percentage, (say 10%) of the non-

dimensionalized range allowed for the parameter values. In the

algorithui implemented here, an interactive execution of the computer

program permitted the input of a new step size as needed at any

continuation step to enhance convergence.

A major advantage of sequential linear programning optimization is

that at each continuation step, an optimal solution, if it exists, can

be found very efficiently using the simplex method. Efficiency ensues

from the truth that only a finite number of feasible possibilities

("basic" solutions) exist and the simplex algorithm finds the optimal

solution systematically through a matrix reduction technique. A second

advantage is the flexibility to implicitly handle equality and

inequality constraints on both the design variables and functions

thereof, without additional programming or “bookkeeping".

In sunmary, the combination of sequential linear programming and

continuation methods is believed to be very powerful basis for attacking

high—dimensioned, nonlinear, inequality constrained optimization

problems. In addition, the two methods can be combined naturally

without elaborate programming.



3. MODAL SENSITIVITY THEORY

3.1 Introduction

An important issue in the design of control systems is the effect

of uncertainties and perturbations on the controlled performance of the

dynamical system. Discounting outright human blunders and other

complications such as catastrophic failures of various types of

hardware, we list below several not unexpected sources of perturbations

and uncertainties:

o modelling errors due to linearizations or other assumptions
for the sake of simplifying analysis

o parameter variations due to age or changes in structural
properties induced by reconfiguration of the environment,

o unmodelled external disturbances

. o measurement and actuator uncertainties

It is well known from Single-Input, Single—0utput (SISO) theory

[40] that with feedback, control systems that are minimally sensitive to

input perturbations can be designed. In general, we can define "robust

controllers" as the class of controllers that preserve certain

properties under perturbations and uncertainties of the system. Since

stability is a necessary condition for other peformance criteria of a

control system, it is clear that maintaining stability of closed loop

system under uncertainties is the most important design requirement.

For problems involving only infinitesimally small perturbations,

small first derivatives of the properties of interest, with respect to

the suspected uncertain parameters will usually be a useful criteria for

designing robust controllers. In particular, in designing regulator

62
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control systems, "small" modal (eigenvalue and eigenvector)

sensitivities are usually desirable. In section 3.2, we review the fact

that transient reponse of a closed loop system is completely

characterized by its modal properties. This means that the ability to

assign eigenvalues and shape eigenvectors (eigenstructure assignment)

and to control their degree of sensitivities (modal sensitivity) must

play a key (explicit or implicit) role in designing robust feedback

controllers for regulator problems. Consequently, section 3.3 reviews

the main concepts associated with eigenstructure assignment, modal

insensitivity and the problem of simultaneously assigning eigenvalues

with modal insensitivity using constant gain output feedback

controllers. It is seen that the above approach for simultaneously

assigning eigenvalues while imposing modal insensitivity constraints is

non—trivial from both theoretical and computational viewpoints. As an

alternative, we examine in section 3.4 the matrix of eigenvalue

sensitivities in an effort to capture modal sensitivity in a scalar

performance index. Although eigenvector derivative measures are not of

central concern here, a scalar sensitivity measure which is directly

related to a linearly predicted bound on weighted eigenvalue

perturbation is obtained.

Another approach to describing the sensitivity of eigensystems is

through the well—established concept of conditioning of eigenvalue

problems in numerical analysis. The formulation involves the use of

matrix and vector norms to measure the size of changes in the solution

due to changes in the given matrix. In short, a condition number can be

defined that represents the degree of ill—conditioning of the nominal
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eigensystem and is related directly to an upper bound on the

perturbation of the eigenvalues due to a unit norm change in the system

matrix. The eigenvalue bounding equations are applied to guarantee

asymptotic stability to arrive at a stability robustness criteria which

incidentally turns out to correspond exactly to a robustness criteria

derived earlier by Patel and Toda [30l using the Lyapunov stability

theorem. This is indeed an interesting equivalence.

Finally, in section 3.6, we digress slightly to present an

important and fundamental result. we begin by reviewing carefully the

eigenvalue problem for non-self—adjoint systems and then re—examine the

derivation of eigenvector derivatives by earlier authors. we obtain

here a correct expression for the eigenvector derivatives. we find the

non-self-adjoint eigenvector derivative is not normal to the eigenvector

as is explicitly assumed in most of the available literature.

3.2 Transient Response

The details of this section are well known but are included here

for completeness and since they form the basis for an understanding of

the significance of eigenstructure assignment in Shaping transient

response for linear systems. The following exposition closely follows

the work in |39I.

Let us consider a system described by n—first order, linear

differential equations

x(t) = A x(t) ; x(0) = xu (3.2.1)
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we note here that a closed-loop feedback system will be of the form in

Eq. (3.2.1). The solution to Eq. (3.2.1) is well known [40,41l and can

be written as

x(t) = eAtxO (3.2.2)

where eAt represents the matrix exponential of At. Although Eq. (3.2.2)

is a perfectly valid representation of the solution, an alternate form

can be written in terms of the eigenvalues, eigenvectors and the initial

conditions. To this end, the eigenvalue equations are written as

Axi = xixi , i=1,...,n (3.2.3)

where xi and xi represent the i—th eigenpair. For simplicity, we

assume that the eigenvalues are distinct, which implies that a set of n

linearly independent eigenvectors can always be found. we define next

the right modal matrix, X, as

X = [x1,...,xn| (3.2.4)

and transform coordinates to modal space by

x(t) = X z(t) (3.2.5)

and rewrite Eq. (3.2.1) as
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· _ -1 _ _ -1z(t) - X AX z(t) , 20 - X x0 (3.2.6)

we note that the inverse of the modal matrix exists since we have

restricted attention to the case for which we have a linearly

independent set of eigenvectors. Furthermore, the distinct eigenvalue

assumption guarantee diagonalizability through the similarity

transformation

-1 _ . AX AX - d1ag{xi,...,An} - A (3.2.7)

Hence in modal space, the solution of Eq. (3.2.6) can be written as

z(t) = e^tz0 (3.2.8)

where
A t A te^t = diag{e 1 ,...,e n l (3.2.9)

20

=Returning to the original coordinate system, our solution may now

be written as

x(t) = Xe^tX-1x0 (3.2.10)

Thus eAt
= Xe^tX'l.

The contribution of individual modes to the total response can be more

readily seen by using the following relations
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1 t 1 t
Xe^t = [x1,...,xnl diag{e 1 ,...,e n }

1 t x t
= le 1 x1,...,e n xnl

and

rl = vl é lvl....,vnil

where yl,...,yn denotes the left eigenvectors which are normalized by

vlx = 1 . (3.2.11)

So, Eq. (3.2.10) can be rewritten as

Txi: int X1
x( ) le xl e xn) _T xot = ,..., ·

Xn

or
n x.t

x(t) = iii aie 1 xi ; ai Q yixo (3.2.12)

we note that Eq. (3.2.12) is often referred to as the "modal expansion

theorem". we also note that every transient solution of the initial

value problem Eq. (3.2.1) depends on three quantities:

(i) eigenvalues, which determine the decay/growth rate
of the response,

(ii) eigenvectors, which determine the shape of the response,

(iii) initial condition, which determines the degree to which
each mode participates in the response.

In summary, it is clear that eigenstructure assignment is simply a
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direct approach for altering the system transient response. The

important properties of closed loop stability and the "shape" of the

transient response is conveniently related to the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. This explains the popularity and significance of

eigenstructure assignment algorithms in the controls literature.

3.3 Eigenstructure Assignment and Modal Insensitivity

3.3.1 Eigenstructure Assignment

From the previous section on transient response, we see that

eigenstructure assignment plays a key role in shaping transient response

and in fact, any response concerning the alteration of transient

response must change the eigenstructure of the system. It is obvious

that the most direct approach to attaining a particular eigenstructure

is through a judicious choice of the plant parameters. In the areas of

structural dynamics where vibrational characteristics are of interest,

eigenstructure assignment techniques can be used for modifying existing

vibratory systems to satisfy new modal constraints [21,42[. On the

other hand, for a class of control design problems, eigenstructure

assignment can be achieved through feedback and in some cases a

simultaneous tuning of plant parameters and feedback gains may be

justified or even be necessary. Indeed, for the past two decades, a

great deal of research has been devoted to developing practical

algorithms for eigenstructure assignment using state or output feedback

or with dynamic compensation [73; chap.6|. However, the underlying

basic theory which provides the framework for the various eigenstructure

assignment algorithms existing today is credited to a few pioneering
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works as represented in [38,69-71I.

In this and the next two sections, we review the basic concepts of

eigenstructure assignment, modal insensitivity and their interdependence

through a choice of an eigenvector set.

Perhaps a good way to overview the development of the main

theoretical results is through a chronological order. Ne begin by

stating Bertram's results. According to Kalman |38|, Bertram first

showed in 1959 that if a system is controllable, then every self-

conjugate set of eigenvalues can be realized by a unique gain vector for

single input case. This was followed by wonham l69l who in 1967

extended the controllability result from single input to inulti-input

systems. Perhaps wonham's result can be regarded as the unajor

contribution in modern control theory. This is plausible because, since

his paper appeared, there have been literally hundreds of papers written

on multi—input pole placement, including the extensions to output

feedback and dynamic compensation. wonham's result can be stated

formally as follows:

THEOREM 3.3.1

The system x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) is controllable iff for every

self—conjugate set of scalars tx?). i=1,...,n, there exists a

real (m x n) matrix K such that (A + BK) has tx?} ,

i=1,...,n, as its eigenvalues.

It is important to note several facts regarding wonham‘s result, (i) for

ultiinput case, the state feedback gains for a given set of eigenvalues

is not unique. This is a "blessing in disguise" since nonuniqueness
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allows the possibility of the designer to satisfy other closed loop

properties, such as minimizing the sensitivity of system performance, or

maximization of stability robustness due to modelling errors, and

imposing an assortment of other performance constraints. This

flexibility continues to be exploited by researchers focusing on pole

placement algorithms. (ii) wonham's result applies to a full state

feedback which is frequently undesirable (or unachievable) from an

applications viewpoint; however, other workers have extended his

results to output feedback, (iii) in most other papers following

Nonham's fundamental result, the problem of eigenvector assignment, or

the shaping of transient response has not been addressed or at best

partially resolved.

The previously mentioned unresolved issues of nonuniqueness of

gains and the possibility of eigenvector assignment using state feedback

was addressed by Moore [70l in 1976. He identified the freedom offered

by state feedback beyond specification of the closed loop eigenvalues

for the case of distinct eigenvalues. In particular, Moore derived the

necessary and sufficient conditions for the existance of a state

feedback gain matrix which yields prescribed eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. By doing so, he has in fact characterized the class of

all closed loop eigenvector sets attainable for a given set of

eigenvalues. His result, stated as a theorem is shown next followed by

a proof because it includes a useful procedure for computing the gain

matrix directly.

THEOREM 3.3.2

Let {xi}, i=1,.i.,n, be a self—conjugate set of distinct complex
numbers and matrices A and B represent plant matrices, as defined
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in Theorem 3.3.1. For each xi , let us also define an nx(n+m)
matrix A

_
S = [x.I - A28]xi 1

and denote the corresponding matrix of basis vectors of dimension
(n+m) x vi as

NÄI
R = 1

Ai M
*1

for the null space of matrix Si or Ker {Si 1 .
i i

Then, there exists a real (m x n) matrix K such that

(A + =
ÄiXi

, i=].,..•,n

iff n(i) xi 6 C are linearly independent

* *(ii) xi = xi whenever xi = xi
(iii) xi 6 span (NAI}

If K exists and rank{B} = m, then K is unique.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3.2

Necessary Condition:

The necessity of (i) and (ii) follows directly from matrix
theory, i.e., if the system matrix (A + BK) is real, the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be self-conjugate sets. If the
eigenvalues are also assumed distinct, the eigenvector set will
always be linearly independent. The condition in (iii) arises as
follows:

(A + BK)xi = xixi

==> (xiI — A)xi — BKxi = 0

. X1
|xiI — A I Bl = 0

-Kx.1
and since Ri is defined as a matrix of basis vectors for

i
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Ker {Si } , i.e. the null space of {xl — AE Bl,
i

X1 Nxi
:=> E span

-Kxi Mii

==> xi 6 span (Nii}

Q. E. D.

Sufficient Condition:

Assume that the set {xi}, i=1,...,n, satisfy conditions (i) to
(iii). From (iii), there exists a vector zi (real or complex)
such that

xi = Niizi ; i=1,...,n. (3.3.1)

Also by definition of SA and Ri any vector, gi , such that
i i

.=R .a1 xizi

M satisfies

Sxici = 0
Nx.

-- l ---> lxil - A B] M zi — 0
x.1

==> (xi} - A)Niizi + BMiizi = 0

==> x.I — A . BM . = 0 .M lv .5.
we observe here that if a K can be chosen such that

Miizi = —Kxi ; i=1,...,n (3.3.2)

then

(xil — A)xi — BKxi = 0

[til — (A + BK)lxi = 0 .

To compute an (m x n) matrix K, we arrange Eqs. (3.3.2) in matrix
form
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[Kxi, Kx2,...,Kxn] = —[MÄlzl,...,Minzn]

==> KX = —[MÄlZ1,...,MÄ Zn] (3.3.3)
n

Since X is chosen to be linearly independent, we can always
invert it to solve for K from Eq. (3.3.3). It can also be shown
that if rank[B} = m, the columns of Ni in Eq. (3.3.1) will be

i
linearly independent [39l and can be solved uniquely. This
implies that the gain matrix, K will be unique if matrix B has
full rank. At this stage, we note carefully that this
"uniqueness" is with respect to an apriori specified set of
eigenvectors that satisfies Eqs. (3.3.1).

what remains in the proof is to show that the computed K will
always be real if the conditions (i) to (iii) are satisfied. For
the case when each desired xi is real, then all, xi and RX will

i
also be real so that K computed from Eq. (3.3.3) will be real.
For the complementary case, if the desired eigenvalues are a set
of self—conjugate complex scalars, we need only to prove the case
of one conjugate pair since for additional pairs, similar
arguments apply. First, rewrite Eq. (3.3.3) as

Klx1,...,xnl = Iw1,...,wn] (3.3.4)

where A
4

wi = —MÄi2i .

For the case of one conjugate pair, let us assume for convenience
~A·

*1:*2
t

==> xi = x2 from (ii)

~t·==> zi = 22 from (3.3.1)

$1nCE = an = .· N (N)”” dM (11)*
*2 *1 Ä2 *1

Therefore, Eq. (3.3.4) can be rewritten as

K|Re{xi} + jimixll : Relxl} — jlmlxll : x3,...,xn)

= lRe{wl} + jlmlwil : Reiwil - jlmlwli : w3,...,wnl (3.3.5)
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Postmultiplying Eq. (3.3.5) by a nonsingular matrix

*6 -5*6 1
O. I

QI
0 I 1

we obtain the real matrix equation

KlRe{x1} : Im(xll : x3,...,xnl = IRe(w1i : Imiwll : w3,...,wnl

so that K will be guaranteed real. In general, when (xi} ,
i=1,...,n, is a self-conjugate set, we have

K[Re{x1} : Imlxl} : ··- : Reixn/2} : Imlxn/2}|

= [Re{wl} : Imiwli : ··· : Re{wn/2} : Im{wn/2}]

and K will obviously be real. Q. E. D.

It should be noted that the above approach for calculating the gains

requires prior knowledge of a set of basis for the null space

of SÄ , i=1,...,n. Reference l72] provides an algorithm for the
i

computation of such a basis and is claimed to be ideally suited to

digital implementation. In the sequel in reference [77l the distinct

eigenvalue requirement in Theorem 3.3.2 is relaxed. At this point, we

should also note the alternative class of approaches for eigenstructure

assignment developed by Bhattacharyya and deSouza |79| which do not

require the computation of the above basis for null space. instead,

their algorithm requires the solution of a cleverly rearranged matrix

eigenvalue equation which is called a Sylvester equation. The

simplicity and directness of the "Sylvester" eigenstructure assignment
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algorithm is attractive and appears promising as a design tool. The

above algorithm has also been suggested for use in robust and well-

conditioned eigenstructure assignment by an iterative procedure outlined

in reference {80}.

we see from Moore's theorem that a choice of a set of eigenvalues

implicitly defines a subspace of attainable eigenvector sets i.e. by

condition (iii) or Eq. (3.3.1). Since a set of eigenvectors determines

its modal sensitivities (see section 3.5), we observe that the

eigenvalue placement probleni cannot be considered independent of the

problem of reducing modal sensitivities, at least for the case of

constant state feedback. As we shall see in the next section, the

conditions for modal insensitivity of every mode may not be realizable

due to the constraints imposed by eigenvalue placement.

Finally, we conclude this section by stating an important result

due to Srinathkumar [71I. This involves the problem of eigenstructure

assignment using output feedback. His main result can be stated as

follows:
W

THEOREM 3.3.3

Given the controllable and observable system

x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t)

y(t) = C x(t)
with matrices B of (n x m) and C of (r x n) having full ranks,

o max(m,r) cl0sed—loop eigenvalues can be assigned,

0 max(m,r) eigenvectors, or reciprocal vectors by duality, can
be partially assigned with min(m,r) entries in each vector
arbitrarily chosen, using output feedback, u(t) = F y(t).

For the proof of the above theorem, we refer the reader to reference
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[71]. we now make a few remarks pertaining to Srinathkumar's result.

First, we note that the number of actuators (m) and sensors (r) plays a

direct role in eigenstructure assignability and we emphasize the

relative difficulty of eigenvector assignment over eigenvalue assignment

if m and r differ widely. Finally, we state from past numerical

experience that the above result, while very enlightening, is not too

obvious or easily realizable in practice.

3.3.2 Modal Insensitivity

The problem of designing control systems under varying plants and

external disturbances is very important. An approach to attack these

problems is to incorporate sensitivity constraints into controller

designs. However, the exact type of sensitivity constraints to impose

usually depends on the control system objectives. For example, if the

primary goal of a control system is to track a given signal closely, an

appropriate sensitivity function might take the form of a mean square

integral of trajectory sensitivities [37,74] over a given period of

time. For regulator problems with feedback, a useful measure of

sensitivity are the sensitivities of closed loop eigenvalues and

eigenvectors with respect to potentially varying parameters.

In the above context, reference [36] formally defines "modal

insensitivity" as the condition when the ·closed—loop eigenvalues and

eigenvectors are insensitive to infinitesimally small variations in

plant parameters. As we shall see in the sequel, the conditions for

modal insensitivity can be obtained easily from either first order

perturbation equations of the eigenvalue problem or from explicit
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expressions for eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives.

In this section, we state and prove the results originally given in

[36]. It should be pointed out however that the proofs presented here

uses explicit formulas for eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives

(derived in section 3.6), while the proof as given in [36l utilizes

first order perturbation equations. In addition, it will be shown that

conditions for modal insensitivity as originally given in [36| should be

slightly modified in light of implicit normalizations overlooked by

previous authors. The following results assume that the eigenvalues are

all distinct and the eigenvectors form a basis for spanning the n-

dimensional complex space.

First, we examine the conditions for zero eigenvalue sensitivity.

THEOREM 3.3.4

A necessary and sufficient condition for

-3äi- = 0 (3.3.6)Bo

is

aA
-5;-xi 6 span (xl,...,xi_l, xi+1,...,xn} . (3.3.7)

PROOF 0F THEOREM 3.3.4

Necessary Condition:

älnce {x1,...,xnl is a basis for n-space, —%%— xi can be expanded

ESpl
j=l

lg g

where aii (j=1,...,n) are the coordinates in modal space. By
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using the eigenvalue derivative expression given in Eq. (3.6.15),

ax.1 _ _1_ T aA _ _ T'Y‘ siyi ap X1
· ‘1‘Y1"1

1 1 "=—-—_y. Z¤..x.si 1 jzl TJ 3

= a ' Since yTx
= 6 Sii

’
i j ij i

Therefore Eq. (3.3.6) ===> aii = 0.

Sufficient Condition:

'T(3.3.7) ---> ap xi —
Jil aijxj
jd

ax. n1 1 T
:=:>—i

:·l—y_
Z

¤__X_

I
ap si 1 j;1 TJ 3

jd

=0 Q.E.D.

The next theorem defines "modaT insensitivity". We point out that the

second equation of (3.3.8) is siightly different from the modaT

insensitivity condition as given in reference [36; theorem 3I.

THEOREM 3.3.5

A necessary and sufficient condition for modal insensitivity of the
i—th mode,

ax.1 -Bo
-0

ax. (3.3.8)
.;=g

Bo
is
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aA _
-3-;- Xi — Ü . (3.3.9)

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3.5

Necessary Condition:

e.v.p.

Axi = xixi

--- aA axi
-

axi axi“‘>'F"1 +^$’"°T>—"1 ‘“^1
T

--- L -(3.3.8) -——>
ap xi - O

Sufficient Condition:

From Eqs. (3.6.15), (3.6.18)

ax.
--- L- .1. TL -(3.3.9) —-->

ap - Si yi ao xi - 0

and
aij = 0 ; 3=1,...,n ; 3:1

===> (iii = 0

axi
i ===> T- = O Q.E.D.

we see from theorem 3.3.5 that for modal insensitivity of a11 modes with

respect to s-parameters, the conditions that the eigenvectors must

satisfy are

(nxs)xn
aA

A
331 nxn (nxs)xn

TX = ; X = 0 (3.3.9)
aA
Bos
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From matrix theory [p.33; 51], we know that the dimension of the null

space, 0 , must satisfy

\J=|1-Y

where n and Y are the number of columns and the rank of matrix T

respectfully. For a general nontrivial problem, we expect matrix T to

have full rank which implies a null space of zero dimension. This means

that eigenvectors that satisfy modal insensitivity condition of Eq.

(3.3.10), do not exist in general, much less for the case with

additional eigenvalue placement constraints on the eigenvector

subspace. The above difficulty has been recognized in reference [37]

where it is pointed out that in many practical situations, it is

certainly not necessary to require the insensitivity of an entire

eigenvector and even every modelled eigenvalue. Ne note here that this

is very evident in the field of large flexible structures controls [1-

6,8] where the structural models are usually based on finite element

theory and suffers a lack of accuracy in predicting higher frequency

modes of the "modelled set" [75]. In reference [37], the conditions for

modal insensitivity of selected eigenvalues and specific elements of

eigenvectors are derived. This leads to a design freedom in the

selection of state or output constant feedback gain matrices and is

approached in [37,14] by seeking the "optimal" quadratic regulator.

3.3.3 Eigenstructure Assignment with Modal insensitivity

In the previous two sections, we have seen the conditions for

eigenstructure assignment and modal insensitivity independently. we now

examine the problem of finding constant feedback gains that

simultaneously assigns eigenvalues and achieves modal insensitivity.
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The high level of abstraction required in the following derivations is

unfortunate but necessary for development of the general characteristics

of the problem. It should also be noted that the implicit computational

requirements for the following approach is nontrivial! The development

here parallels the work in [37].

Ne begin by recalling from a generalization of theorem 3.3.2 to

output feedback [39] while noting that full state feedback is a special

case. It states that the set of attainable eigenvectors associated with

r prespecified eigenvalues can be characterized byV1][W.} 6 span (3.3.11)1 MÄ-
1

where

wi = -KHxi (3.3.12)
i = 1,...,r

and r, K and H represents the number of output, output gain matrix and

measurement matrix respectively. The assumption that the eigenpairs are

self—conjugate and (r x r) matrix HX is invertible is implicit in the

above. We also recall from theorem 3.3.5 that the conditions for modal

insensitivity for V modes with respect to a single parameter, p, are

xi = 0 ; i=1,...,V (3.3.13)

where Ä represents the closed loop system matrix,
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Ä = A + ßxii .

Suppose we desire that 6 (s r) modes be made insensitive. Then, for

the class of problems where the uncertain parameter appears only in the

plant matrices A, B and H, Eq.(3.3.13) becomes

aA aß aH _
(T+—ÜKH+BK Xi -Ü (3.3.14)

i=l,...,v

A sufficient condition

aA aß
öp

—
3p Xi 0

aH =
ap 0 wi 0 (3.3.15)

i=l,...,v .

He next define a basis for the null space of Eq. (3.3.15) so that all

solutions of Eq. (3.3.15), i.e. all eigenvector sets satisfying modal

insensitivity condition with respect to a single parameter, must satisfy

xi P
wi 6 span Q (3.3.16)

i=1,...,u

where P and Q are appropriately partitioned matrices of basis vectors

for the null space.

with the above definitions, we deduce that to simultaneously assign r

eigenvalues while attaining modal insensitivity of 6 (s r) modes, the
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following conditions must be satisfied by the eigenvectors:

xi Nxi P
W 6 span VW
i M Qxi (3.3.17)

i=l,...,v

X1 Nxi
W. 6 Spdh‘ Mxi (3.3.18)

i=b+1,...,r .

The intersection space appearing in Eq. (3.3.17) is called "modal

insensitivity subspace“ for i-th mode in [37]. A direct approach for

computing the above subspace as given in [36] is to find sets of basis

vectors,

L11 1
L of rank a
2.1

for

xiI-A B

Key- Ä_"°

°° (3.3.19)
aH
öp 0

1=1,„„•,v

to place v eigenvalues and attain modal insensitivity. By the previous

definitions of basis vectors for Eqs. (3.3.17) and (3.3.18), the
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eigenvectors must now satisfy

*1 ‘
L1i"1 i=1,...,» (3.3.20)

wi = Lziui

and

Xi = Nkivi

i=v+1,...r (3.3.21)
wi = Miivi

where ui (i=1,...¤) and vi (i=u + 1,...,r) are arbitrary vectors of

dimensions ai and bi respectively where

. L1.
a1 = rank L

1 ; i=1,...,»
2.1

and

. N1.
b1

= rank 1 ; i=»+1,...,r .
M

*1

Since xi and wi are related by Eq. (3.3.12), the feedback gain matrix K

can be computed by substituting Eqs. (3.3.20) and (3.3.21) into Eq.

(3.3.12) to obtain

i i

-KHNiivi = Miivi ; i=v+1,...,r
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===>=

Mi vv+l,...,MÄ vr] (3.3.22)
v+1 r

In sunmary, the problem of assigning r eigenvalues and attaining modal

insensitivity of o (s r) modes using constant output feedback reduces to

the following steps:

(a) select r eigenvalues to be placed which are self-conjugate,

(b) compute a set of basis vectors to span "modal insensitivity
subspace" for o modes, i.e. Eq. (3.3.19),

(c) compute a set of basis vectors to span "modal assignability
space" of (r—») modes as given by Eq. (3.3.18),

(d) select r eigenvectors by selecting ui and vi in Eqs.
(3.3.20) and (3.3.21)

(e) compute gain matrix K from Eq. (3.3.22).

we observe from step (e) that the output feedback gain matrix, K will

exist provided that the (r x r) matrix H lx1,...,xr| is nonsingular,

i.e., the eigenvectors should not be unobservable. Step (d) assures us

simultaneous modal insensitivity and eigenvalue assignment. In

addition, we observe that we may still have some freedom left in the

choice of eigenvectors in step (d). This remaining freedom on the

choice of eigenvectors can obviously be used for satisfying other design

requirements. In particular, l37l utilizes this freedom to select an

"optimal" output feedback gain configuration in the linear quadratic
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sense which amounts to imposing some penalty for indiscriminate use of

control. This is indeed a useful criteria since a random selection of

the eigenvectors may lead to unrealistically large values in elements of

the feedback gain matrix. we also note that the modal insensitivity

imposed here is with respect to a single parameter. It is clear then

that the problem of eigenstructure assignment with modal insensitivity

with respect to several parameters should be challenging indeed! There

is ample room for new analytical algorithm development in this area.

Finally, it should be mentioned that various complicating but

nevertheless important issues such as sufficient conditions for

existence of a modal insensitivity subspace, imposing partial modal

insensitivity, conditions for modal insensitivity for the case of non-

distinct eigenvalues and improvements with using dynamic compensators

are also discussed in reference |37|.

3.4 Eigenvalue Sensitivity Norm

In this section, we consider the problem of quantifying the

sensitivities of eigenvalues due to parameter variations. This section

originated from the author‘s desire to explore the significance of the

eigenvalue sensitivity matrix vis-a-vis robust control, eigenvalue

placement/sensitivity, and related issues. Ne assume here that first

derivatives of eigenvalues with respect to specified parameters are

continuous. Eigenvalue sensitivity is important in many real-world

situations where imperfect mathematical models (which are usually

parameterized) must be used, and a design goal is to minimize the

sensitivity of an apriori specified transient response performance with
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respect to a selected set of uncertain parameters.

Although both eigenvalues and eigenvectors determine the total

transient response of linear systems, eigenvalue locations completely

determine the relative stability of a system. The shape of the

transient response as determined by the eigenvectors is of secondary

importance only since the sensitivity of stability is of concern here.

Hence, eigenvector sensitivity will not be considered directly in the

following discussions. However, the two are related by a choice of an

eigenvector set as clearly evident from developments in section 3.6

(c.f., Eq. 3.6.15).

For a general n-th order system with 1 parameters considered

uncertain, we assume that we have available a matrix of (nx1) partial

derivatives representing the sensitivities of ·every eigenvalue with

respect to every uncertain parameter. we consider here the minimization

of a weighted norm of the eigenvalue sensitivity matrix with respect to

a set of design variables. However, as required in any standard

optimization problem, a scalar index which captures the relative weights

and hence the overall eigenvalue sensitivity is highly desirable. One

such direct measure of sensitivity is the quadratic

A n 1 axi 2J(p) = _E _E I -55j- I wij (3.4.1)
1-1 3-1 3

where wij are nonnegative weighting factors associated with the

sensitivity of the i-th eigenvalue with respect to 3-th parameter. From

the definition, it is obvious that the minimum J can take is zero. For

purposes of direct minimization, Eq. (3.4.1) can easily be linearized
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about a nominal design point, pc , to obtain
Z

c E cJ(¤) = J(¤ ) + 2 Z Sj(¤ ) · Zpj (3-4-2)
J=l

where

( ) 2 n axi)* ( 32Ai
S- p = Re 2 2 (——— -———————)

- w.J C 2:1 1:1 Cpk °°kap5 ‘k
(3.4.3)

¤ = pc + AP -

The algebraic details necessary to arrive at Eqs. (3.4.2) and (3.4.3)

are given in [20]. Furthermore, reference [20l demonstrates the

feasibility of using such an index of sensitivity and its local

linearizations to attain a minimum sensitivity configuration while

simultaneously placing eigenvalues.

Next, we examine closely the significance ofla matrix of eigenvalue

sensitivities using concepts from matrix operator norm theory. we begin

by writing the linearly predicted changes in n—eigenvalues due to small

changes in 2—parameters as

ax ax1 1

Z = ax ax Zn nAknor

AA = G AD (3.4.4)

where G represents the matrix of eigenvalue sensitivities
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axl ax 1

G = : ‘. :axn · axn

Let us next define a weighted vector norm of eigenvalue change as

uAxuw é (6xH N 61)% (3.4.5)

where the weight matrix w can be taken as a designer specified positive

definite symmetric matrix which weighs the sensitivity of individual

modes. we also choose to normalize our parameter changes by

Api
. = ; °=1,..., 3.4.61 1 ( )

where pi represents some nominal value for i-th parameter or in general,

weights for the sensitivity of individual parameters, and rewrite Eq.

(3.4.6) as a linear transformation

Ap = 0 6 (3.4.7)

where

oédiasilpl lvl}
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we note that 6 represents an 2—vector of non-dimensionalized or

normalized parameter change.

By using Eqs. (3.4.7) and (3.4.4), we obtain from Eq. (3.4.5) the

following:

(n6xuw)2 = 6xH w AA

= 6H 0H GH N G 0 6

=
6H

Q 6 (3.4.8)
where

0
’é

a" 6H w 6 6 .

Since N was assumed symmetric, Q is hermitian and by Rayleigh's

principle [53]

6H
Q 6^„H„<¤> S H6 6

and an upper bound for Eq. (3.4.8) is

(u6xn“)2 s xmax(Q) 6H 6 (3.4.9)

By writing Eq. (3.4.9) for any normalized perturbation vector E where

EH E s 6H 6

we obtain

(u6xu“)2 s xmax(Q)
EH E

Hs xmaX(Q) 6 6
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By induction, we conclude that xmaX(Q) represents an upper bound on the

square of weighted eigenvalue error norms, uaxuw, for all normalized

perturbations 6 satisfying

6H 6 s 1 .

Investigating further, we note that since W is assumed to be

symmetric and positive definite, it can be decomposed by Cholesky

factorization [53]

w = LLT (3.4.10)

As a result of Eq. (3.4.10), Q of Eq. (3.4.8) can be rewritten as

0 = (LT00)" (LTG0) 2 0

so that

xmax(0) = E (LTG0) (3.4.11)

= uLTG0¤2
where E represents the maximum singular value. In words, Eq. (3.4.11)

represents a convenient scalar index for a weighted and normalized

measure of eigenvalue sensitivity. For a typical application, L and 0

may be specified by the designer while the elements of G may be

iteratively driven so as to minimize the overall sensitivity measure in

Eq. (3.4.11). we emphasize here the physical significance of L

and 0 terms.
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For the special case where N and 0 are identity matrices, the

above sensitivity measure reduces to the simpler form

xmaX(Q) = $(6) = AmaX(6H6) .

It should be emphasized that although both Eqs. (3.4.1) and (3.4.11)

represents sensitivity indices, only Eq. (3.4.11) is directly related to

a linearly predicted bound on weighted and normalized eigenvalue

perturbation. It should also be mentioned that the above derivations

are analogous to the concept of matrix operator norms (see for example

p. 163- of [54]).

In summary, Eq. (3.4.11) represents a convenient scalar index that

is suitable for the use as a cost function in the problem of eigenvalue V

sensitivity minimization. Some new interpretations of eigenvalue

sensitivity matrix are also established.

3.5 Conditioning of Eigenvalue Problems

3.5.1 Basic Theory

In numerical analysis, whenever "small" changes in the data can

lead to "large" changes in the solution, a problem is said to be "ill-

conditioned"; otherwise it is said to be "well—conditioned". Exactly
‘

how changes are measured and what "small" and "large" mean will vary

with the problem and the choice of vector and matrix norms used. In

general, the degree of ill—conditioning of a problem can be quantified

by a scalar number related directly to an upper bound on the

perturbation of the solution called a "condition number" [53,54]. we
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carefully note here that a condition number represents the upper bound

only, meaning that a moderate condition number implies well-conditioning

but the converse is not true, i.e., a large condition number does not

guarantee ill-conditioning. In other words, for some cases, an upper

bound may be too conservative and may not necessarily be a realistic

estimate of actual errors (this familiar tune can also be heard in

bounds associated with robust control, see Chapter 4).

In the area of matrix computations and numerical analysis,

condition numbers for both inversion and eigenvalue problems are well

established. For our purposes, we focus on the conditioning of a

general eigenvalue problem. In particular, we would like to consider

here the sensitivities of eigenvalues with respect to perturbations in

the original _matrix. we limit ourselves to the "condition" of the

closed loop eigenvalues only since they completely characterize the

asymptotic stability of a feedback control system.

Ne now review two results from matrix theory (see p. 292-, l54|)

that establishes the concept of conditioning of the eigenvalues:

THEOREM 3.5.1

Suppose an (nxn) matrix A has a linearly independent set of n
eigenvectors (i.e. A is "non-defective") associated with eigenvalues
xi,...,xn. If u and v, where uv! Q 1 , represents an approximate

eigenpair of A, then at least one eigenvalue of A satisfies

[xi — ul s urn MPH uP°1u (3.5.1)

where

r Q Av - uV = error vector of (p,v) pair

P Q Ixi,...,xnl = true modal matrix of A .
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Furthermore, if P is unitary, then at least one eigenvalue of A
satisfies

[Ai - ul 6 IIYIIZ . (3.5.2)

PROOF 0F THEOREM 3.5.1

Since A was assumed to have a linearly independent set of n
eigenvectors, P, we can write

-1 _
A = PAP where A = diag .

From definition of error vector

r = PAP°‘v - pPP_lv (3.5.3)
= P (A - pI)P-lv

For the trivial case where p equals one of the eigenvalues of A,
clearly Eq. (3.5.1) is automatically satisfied. If p does not equal
one of eigenvalues of A, (A - pl) is nonsingular and Eq. (3.5.3)
can be inverted to get

-1 -1
v=P(A-pl) P r .

By taking any operator norm of both sides and using
normalization, Avu = 1

1= Iivll 6 APA A(A - pI)’1A AP"A urn . (3.5.4)

Since (A — pl) is diagonal

-¤ _ . 1' 1(A - pl) - diag (—;T—:—;-, . . . , —;;—:—;—)

so that for any (1,2, w ) matrix operator norms,

u(A (3-5-5)
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From Eqs. (3.5.4) and (3.5.5)

mgn lxi - ul s HrM HPM HP-IH

thus verifying Eq. (3.5.1). If P is unitary, then so is P'1 and
since the 2-norms of all unitary matrices equals unity, condition
Eq. (3.5.2) follows. Q.E.D.

The condition number for the eigenvalue problem is defined as

c(P) Q MPM
MP”1H

and we note that it depends only on the unperturbed A matrix. It is

obvious from the above theorem that the condition number as defined

above is directly related to an upper bound on eigenvalue estimate

errors. we see from the above that the larger the condition number, the

more difficult it will be to estimate the true eigenvalues.

For the purpose of further clarifying the concept of

conditioning, we restate from |58l a fundamental but important

distinction between the conditioning of a problem and the stability of a

numerical algorithm. The former, which is of interest here, is an

inherent property of a given problem whereas the latter is a property of

an algorithm designed (not unique!) to solve the given problem

numerically. It should be clear that "numerically stable" algorithms

do not resolve the ill-conditioning of a problem but is structured to

avoid introducing more sensitivity to perturbation than is already

inherent in the given problem. For further details on this interesting

problem, the following references are recommended [53,58,59l.

The previous theorem provides an upper bound on the error of an
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eigenvalue estimate corresponding to an approximating eigenpair. It can

be observed that if the condition number is large, i.e. "ill-

conditioned", then the approximating eigenpair will probably not be a

good estimate of the unperturbed eigenvalue. To arrive at an error

bound on the eigenvalues due to errors in matrix A, and thus be more

useful for our purposes, we state a second theorem (see p. 294-, [54))

which is based on the previous theorem:

THEOREM 3.5.2

Let A be nondefective and the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices be
written as

A =

diagand

P = [x1,...,xn] .

If p and v (where AVA = 1) is an eigenpair of a perturbed matrix,
A+E, then, at least one eigenvalue of A satisfies

lx, - Al 6 AEA APA ||P_-lll (3.5.6)

Furthermore, if A is normal, then at least one eigenvalue of A
satisfies

|Ai— pl 6 HEH2 . (3.5.7)

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5.2

Since p and v (where uvu = 1) are defined as an eigenpair of A+E,

(A + E)v = uV

Av - pv = -Ev Q r .
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Since A was assumed nondefective, we can apply Theorem 3.5.1 so that
at least one eigenvalue of A satisfies

lxi - ul 5 H-EvM HPH
MP'lM

5 MEH HPM HP‘lM .

If A is normal, P and P'1 are unitary, and since the 2—norms of
unitary matrices equals unity, the condition of Eq. (3.5.7)
follows. Q.E.D.

As a consequence of Theorem 3.5.2, the following holds:

mlnlxi
— all IIEII c(P)

; (3.5.8)
m;nlAi

- anl 5 MEH c(P)

where xl,...,An and represents the eigenvalues of A and A+E

respectively. Geometrically, Eq. (3.5.8) states that the distance from

any particular perturbed eigenvalue to its nearest unperturbed

eigenvalue is bounded equally for every perturbed eigenvalue. Ne

observe that in the limit when MEH approaches zero,

minlxi
- ujl 5 lxj — ujl j=l,...,n

i.e. disks of perturbations will be disjoint. It is then clear that the

special case when A has distinct eigenvalues and E is sufficiently

small, i.e.

min lxi - M.|
MEH 5 ä i j ————z———l——

ilj c P)
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a11 disks of perturbations about unperturbed eigenva1ues wi11 be

disjoint and have the same radii, i.e.

Ixi - uil s uEu c(P) i=1,...,n (3.5.9)

For the above speciai case, the bound in Eq. (3.5.9) have a very simp1e

geometrica1 interpretation, i.e., we can imagine circ1es of equa1 radii

error bounds about each unperturbed eigenva1ue such that the resuiting

eigenva1ues due to any matrix perturbation in A bounded by NEH wi11

remain in a disk of equa1 radii about the unperturbed eigenva1ues. The

significance of the condition number is c1ear, it direct1y establishes

the radius of uncertainty within which a11 eigenva1ues are perturbed due

to an error E in the A matrix.

3.5.2 A Stabiiity Robustness Criteria

Let us consider the use of eigenva1ue bounds, as previousiy derived

in the context of eigenva1ue prob1em conditioning in Theorems 3.5.1 and

3.5.2, to obtain asymptotic stabi1ity bounds. If we assume that the

nomina1 (unperturbed) system, A, is asymptotica11y stab1e, its

eigenva1ues wi11 a11 1ie on the 1eft side of the imaginary axis in

eigenspace. The prob1em then is to find the upper bound on HEH which

guarantees that a11 perturbed eigenva1ues remain in the 1eft ha1f

p1ane. Let us consider a11 E satisfying

uEu nPu (3-5-10)
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Then by Eq. (3.5.8) of Theorem 3.5.2,

5=1,...,n . (3.5.11)

The condition Eq. (3.5.11) states that the distance from every perturbed

eigenvalue to the closest unperturbed eigenvalue is always less than the

perpendicular distance of "dominant" unperturbed eigenvalue to the

imaginary axis. This implies that all the perturbed eigenvalues will

remain in the left half plane, thus maintaining asymptotic stability.

From Eq. (3.5.10), it follows that for all perturbation, E satisfying

mgn |Rexk(A)|
IIEII < (3.5.12)

the system, A+E remains asymptotically stable. It is now obvious from

Eq. (3.5.12) that its right hand side represents a measure of stability

robustness.

we conclude this section by pointing out that the robustness

measure of Eq. (3.5.12) can be arrived at from a completely different

approach using Lyapunov stability theorem and several other lemma, as

will be shown in chapter 4. However, the derivation presented here is

relatively more concise and conceptually more straightforward than Patel

and Toda's derivation as given in reference l30l. This indeed

contributes to the understanding of the relationship between Patel and

Todas' stability robustness criteria and the well established eigenvalue

conditioning concepts in matrix theory and numerical analysis.
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3.6 A Re—examination of Eigenvector Derivatives

3.6.1 The Eigenvalue Problem

The usefulness of modal sensitivities for analysis and design of

engineering systems is well known. Some specific application includes

identification of dynamical systems [60,61], re-design of vibratory

systems [13,21,63] and design of control systems by pole placement

[11,12,14,20]. In the above algorithms, eigenvalue and eigenvector

derivatives with respect to design parameters are often required. In

the literature the development of the derivatives appears in the

following order: Wilkinson [62] present a clear derivations of first

order perturbation equations for a general real matrix. Wittrick [65I

derived the first derivatives of eigenvalues while Fox and Kapoor [66]

extended it to include the first derivatives of eigenvectors for real

syhmetric systems. The first general expressions for eigenvalue and

eigenvector derivatives (using modal expansion approach) for non-self-

adjoint systems appears to be given by Plaut and Huseyin l67I; in

fairness to these authors, their formulation is correct but

incomplete. In essence, the derivation presented here provides the

completion of their developments. It should be mentioned here that the

first correct expression for eigenvector derivatives using the modal

expansion appears to be the results published by Rogers [81l.

Additionally, we show in this section a simple relationship between the

left and right eigenvector derivative expansion coefficients. Another

purpose of this section is to help clear up some confusion in the

literature as well be evident in the sequel.
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This section is most concerned with a correction of an assumption

made in the several completed derivations of equations for the

eigenvector derivatives (e.g. as found in [62,64,68]) and resolving an

indeterminancy remaining in [67]. A careful re-examination of the role

played by the normalizations and bi—orthogonality for a general non-

self—adjoint eigenvalue problem leads to a unique generalization and

correction of equations for eigenvector derivatives derived in previous

papers and books cited. we begin here by reviewing the familiar

eigenvalue problem. Let us write the right and left eigenvalue problems

as

right: Axj = xjxj ; j=1,...,n (3.6.1)

left: y;A = xiyg ; i=1,...,n . (3.6.2)

Here A is an nxn real matrix, x,y, denote nxl complex-valued

eigenvectors, and A is a generally complex eigenvalue of A.

Premultiplying Eq. (3.6.1) by y; and postmultiplying Eq. (3.6.2) by xj,

we get

T TyiAxj = xjyixj (3.6.3)

y;Axj = xiylxj . (3.6.4)

By subtracting Eq. (3.6.4) from Eq. (3.6.3) we get
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0 = (A - X ) yTx
(3 6 5)

Restricting ourselves to the class of problems where the eigenvalues are

assumed distinct, Eq. (3.6.5) leads to the biorthogonality property

yTx. = 0 ' i¢j . (3.6.6)1 J
’

For i = j, the left and right eigenvectors can be normalized such that

T - . --yixi — si , 1-1,...,n (3.6.7)

where si represents chosen normalization constants, commonly set to

unity. At this point we note the fact that biorthogonality of Eq.

(3.6.6) is a property of the eigensystem which is completely independent

of an apriori normalizations (of xi or yj) which is also arbitrary.

In matrix notation, Eqs. (3.6.4), (3.6.6) and (3.6.7) can be

written as the pair of matrix equations

T -Y AX — SA (3.6.8)

TYX =S (3.6.9)
where

S = diag (s1,...,sn)

A = diag (Ai,...,An)

and X, Y are nxn right and left modal matrices (containing xi and yi,

respectively as columns). we note that from Eq. (3.6.9), we could solve
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for X or Y since

v = (X”1)TS (3.6.10)

X = (Y'l)TS . (3.6.11)

From the above equations, it is apparent that after solving the right

eigenvalue problem and then imposing arbitrary normalizations on the

columns xi of X, we still need to choose S (i.e. second set of n-

normalization constants) to solve for Y from Eq. (3.6.10) uniquely.

Similarly if the left eigenvalue problem was solved instead, then X is

computed from Eq. (3.6.11). In other words, the two sets of

eigenvectors, X and Y, requires two independent, arbitrary sets of

normalizations for their unique representations. Ne stress here the

fact that simply requiring that S=I, as is common practice, does not

uniquely scale X and Y for non-self—adjoint systems. Henceforth, we let

the two sets of normalizations be represented by

T-.--xixi
— fi , 1-1,...,n (3.6.12)

T _ ._
yixi — si ; 1-1,...,n (3.6.13)

where fi and si, i=1,...,n, are fixed normalization constants.

3.6.2 Eigenvalue Derivatives

For completeness, we rederive the eigenvalue derivatives with

respect to a scalar parameter, p . First, we take partial derivatives
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of Eq. (3.6.1) to get

BA ax. ax. ax.
-5;- xj + A -53l- -5Bl- xj + xj -5El- (3.6.14)

Ne then premultiply the above equation by yg to obtain

T aA T ax. ax. T T ax.
.l . .A = . . . .yJ ap XJ + YJ ap ap YJXJ + “JyJ

ap

T 3A T ax. ax. T
. • •A· .1 = . .ya ap XJ + yJ( ^J ) ap ap

’JxJ

so that by Eq. (3.6.2), the eigenvalue derivative expression takes the

form _

a¤ sj J ap J ‘ ’

where sj is the j—th normalization constant chosen in Eq. (3.6.13).
4

3.6.3 Eigenvector Derivatives

Here we derive an expression for eigenvector derivatives along the

- lines of reference [13], by using {x1,...,xn} as basis vectors

axi n
(3.6.16)

Since the eigenvalues were assumed distinct, then the eigenvectors are
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linearly independent, so these may be used as a set of basis vectors to

spanning the complex n-dimensional space. To obtain expansion

coefficients , a,j,i,j = 1,...,n, we begin by substituting Eq. (3.6.16)

into Eq. (3.6.14) and premultiply by ya to get

T aA " T _ ***1 T " Tyk ap *1 * jil “15*5Vk*5
‘ ap ykxi * *1,jl aijykxj

and by using biorthogonality conditions, we obtain

T aA T _ ***1 T Tyk $7 *1* °‘1k*kyk*k ‘ ap ykxi * *1°‘1kVk*k

T _ °*1 T T 6A(*k ‘ *i)°ikykXk ‘ TT
yk*1‘ yk E" *1 ·

Since A was assumed to have distinct eigenvalues, we solve for aik as

_ 1 T aA _ _.
aik

(yk -***-*3;) Xi) , k¢l (3.6.17)

For the case of k=i, ai, can be computed from the normalization

condition of Eq. (3.6.12). By taking its partial derivatives and using

Eq. (3.6.16) we find

axT
—J-· x. = 0 ‘

3p l

n
-- T
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n
==> ¤iix§xi + •Z aijxgxi = O

J=1
jd

which leads to the expression

_ 1 " 1aii — - —?;
jil

aijxjxi (3.6.18)
j¢l

where fi is the i-th normalization constant chosen in Eq. (3.6.12).

It can be deduced from Eq. (3.6.18) that the diagonal

terms, aii, becomes identically zero if:

(i) if A has orthogonal eigenvectors (for example: A is

real and symmetric) or

(ii) if the i-th eigenvector is insensitive with respect to a

particular parameter except in the i-th eigenvector

direction.

we can also observe from Eqs. (3.6.17) and (3.6.18) that the off-

diagonal and diagonal coefficients aik and ai, depend on the
normalization constants sk and fi respectively.

To obtain left eigenvector derivatives, we similarly let

ayi n
———-— = 2 Y..y. . (3.6.19)30 j=1 TJ J

By taking partial derivatives of Eq. (3.6.2), substituting Eq. (3.6.19)

and postmultiplying by xk, we obtain

n ax. nT T aA _ 1 T _ T
jjl *15y5^"k * yl T,. Xk ‘ '$'„"' Y1"k* ^1j;1*15V_1"k ·
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By using Eqs. (3.6.1) and (3.6.6), we get

T T aA _ 3*1 T T
Y1k*kYk*k * yl ’$3’

*k ‘ aa Y1*k * 3i*ikYkXk

__ T _ 3*1 T T aA"> (3k_3i)*ikYkXk ‘ "SE"’ Y1*k ° Y1 aa *k

-- - 1 T .2A. . --->
Yik

—
- ap Xk) ,k¢‘IBy

comparing Eqs. (3.6.17) and (3.6.20), we observe the antisymmetric

property

1,k = — ak, ; kzl (3.6.21)

For k=i, Y,, and ai, are related through the normalization condition of

Eq. (3.6.13). Thus by taking the partial derivative of Eq. (3.6.13), we

get

3Y1 T 3*1
*1 * yl TT 7 3

and by using expansions of Eqs. (3.6.16) and (3.6.19)

n nT TZ y.._y.x. +y. Z a..x. = O
j=1 1J J 1 T j=1 lJ J

T TY11Y1*1 * “11Y1*1
‘ 0

Y,, = - ai, . (3.6.22)
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From Eqs. (3.6.21) and (3.6.22), we observe the nice relationship

between the left and right eigenvector derivative expansion

coefficients:

T[Y] = - la] (3.6.23)

provided, of course, that the normalization constants, sk, are chosen

the same values.

The above procedure can be extended to the generalized eigenvalue

problem of the form

Axi =>.iBxi

T _ T _ ._
A yi - xiß yi , 1-1,...,n

with biorthogonality and normalizations

T _ . _
ykßxi = sik , 1,k—1,...,n

xgßxi = 1 ; i=l,...,n .

After some algebra analogous to the above developments, it can be shown

that the eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives take the form

ax.1 _ T aA aB_$E—— ' yi ( ap ' Xi ap )Xi

axi n
t— = Z cx. X

A
39 k=l lk k
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Byi fl

ap ‘
kfl Yikyk

where

vI<% - 11%> X1 = *1*
oik =

n
(3.6.24)

1 T aß T T _ ._
‘?[*1T1T *1 * jil °‘15*5(B * B )*1]

· ""
jr]

Y] <%°·- 11%%*1 = *1*
Y. = (3.6.25)"‘ _ 1Ä,, _ . hkYi aa 1

°‘11
· ·

It is interesting to note that for the special case where A and B are

real and symmetric, the eigenvector derivative coefficients reduce, as a

consequence of orthogonality, to the to the forms originally derived in

[66]. Furthermore, if B is in addition constant (with respect to p's

variation), for example the standard symnetric eigenvalue problem where

ß=I, then the diagonal coefficients vanish and this conforms to the

standard symmetric case found in Refs. [62] and [64]. However, if A is

nonsymmetric, the eigenvectors are not generally orthogonal and the

diagonal coefficients from Eqs. (3.6.24) and (3.6.25) are clearly
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nonzero even when B is a constant. This crucial result directly

contradicts the reasoning in [68] where the diagonal coefficients are

stated to be "arbitrary" and hence the "most convenient" choice is a

zero, which is clearly in error! This result is also interesting in the

context of a first order eigenvector perturbation analysis since it

implies that in the expansion of a particular eigenvector, the

contribution of the change in the eigenvector in the same direction

cannot be assumed zero in general for non-self-adjoint problems, as done

commonly, for example in [64I (but subsequently corrected in [82]). we

mention here that the dissertation reported in [83] notes this

"ambiguity“ of normalizing both left and right eigenvector derivatives

and chooses to weigh the left and right diagonal terms equally.

In the next section, we present a numerical example to demonstrate

the errors incurred in neglecting the diagonal terms in the evaluation

of eigenvector derivatives for a non—se1f adjoint problem.

3.6.4 Numerical Example and Concluding Remarks

we demonstrate here using a (5 x 5) real matrix, the calculation of

right and left eigenvector derivatives with respect to a single

parameter. The randomly chosen matrix is

1.7 3.2 4 2 -1

3.6 .2 (2+p) -.9 .1

A(D)= 1.7 O -3.5 9.4 2.9

-.6 2 5 0 -.3

0 -3.9 1.2 -4.5 1.1
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where p is the scalar paraeter appearing linearly only in location

(2,3) of matrix A. The nominal matrix was chosen as the above matrix A

when p = 0. It follows that the partial derivative of A with respect

to p is all zero except at location (2,3) where it equals unity.

The nominal right and left eigenvalue problems of Eqs. (3.6.1) and

(3.6.2) were solved and the eigenvectors normalized by Eqs. (3.6.12) and

(3.6.13) to unity. By using the above normalized nominal eigenvectors,

the right eigenvector derivatives were computed using Eqs. (3.6.16) to

(3.6.18) and the left eigenvector derivatives using Eqs. (3.6.19),

(3.6.20) and (3.6.22). Furthermore, the right and left eigenvector

derivatives were computed for two cases, namely, "with"

(¤ii¢ 0, 11,: 0, i=1,...,5) and "without" (¤ii= 0, yii= 0, i=1,...,5)

the diagonal terms in the eigenvector expansion equations of (3.6.16)

and (3.6.19).

To provide a basis for comparison, the above computed eigenvector

derivatives are compared to each other and to eigenvector derivatives

computed using finite-differences. The i-th finite—difference

eigenvector derivatives are computed as

3p
°

Ap

where

A0 = 0 — 00-

Since the accuracy of the above approximation depends on the choice of

step size, Ap , a graph of normalized error (10'“ corresponds

approximately to n-digit accuracy) incurred in eigenvector derivatives
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computed by finite·differencing was plotted with respect to step size as

shown in Figure 3.1. It can be seen from the figure that the "optimum"

step size for computing the finite—difference derivative is about Ap =

.3e-5 and the finite—difference derivative and the derivative computed

by the formula "with" diagonal terms correlate to within six decimal

places. The finite difference derivatives can be calculated to five or

better digits for all Ap's in the interval 1O”7 < Ap < 1O”4. From the

other experiments, depending upon the local behavior of the eigenvectors

and machine word length, we can usually employ this experimental

approach to find a Ap range which gives five to six digit confirmation

of Eqs. (3.6.16)-(3.6.22). Of course the importance of the analytical

partial derivatives lies in the fact that we do not require the finte

difference approximation and its associated numerical pitfalls and

experimentation.
1

Table 3.1 shows the right and left eigenvector derivatives computed

by three different ways, namely, “without" diagonal terms, "with"

diagonal terms and by finite difference with step size .3e—5. It can

be concluded that the eigenvector derivatives computed using the

formula "with" diagonal terms show very accurate agreement (identical,

to within small erros in the sixth digit) with the optimized finite

difference approximations. The error between the finite difference

results and the “without" results are essentially the missing diagonal

terms; these frequently occur in the second and third digits.

Furthermore, neglecting the diagonal terms in eigenvector derivative

calculation often leads to serious errors, as is evident in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Eigenvectzor Derivatives

FINITE-DIFFERENCE EIGENVECTOR DERIVATIVES (STEP SIZE = .3E-05)/

EIGENVECTOR DERIVATIVES (WITH DIAGONAL TERMS)

RIGHT

Rc(xl) Im(xl) R2(x2) Im(x2) Re(x3) Im(x3) Re(x4) Im(x ) Re(xS) Im(x5)
-.0201 .0000 .0106 .0000 -.0221 .0271 -.0221 -.0201 -.0247 ‘.0000

.0871 .0000 -.0206 .0000 -.0020 -.0160 -.0020 .0160 .0159 .0000

.0084 .0000 .0094 .0000 -.0002 .0015 -.0002 -.0015 -.0159 .0000
-.0184 .0000 .0042 .0000 -.0010 -.0120 -.0010 .0120 -.0075 .0000

.0255 .0000 .0039 .0000 .0102 .0156 .0102 -.0156 -.0051 .0000

R ( ) I ( ) R ( ) I ( )
LEFT

¤>·1 my ey; my Raw) Im<y> Re<> I() R<> 1
.0072 .0000 .0020 .0000 .0889 .2608 .0009 -T2008 f0192 T%000

-.0055 .0000 .0069 .0000 -.0028 -.1874 -.0028 .1874 .0042 .0000
-.0172 .0000 -.0639 .0000 -.0210 .0142 -.0210 -.0142 .0454 .0000

- .0258 .0000 -.0539 .0000 .0534 .0423 .0534 -.0423 .0807 .0000
.0081 .0000 -.0238 .0000 .0152 .1654 .0152 -.1654 .0496 .0000

EIGENVECTOR DERIVATIVBS (WITHOUT DIAGONAL TERHS)

RIGHT
Re(x ) 1m(xl) Re(x2) Im(x2) Re(x3) Im(x3) Re(x,) Im(x4) Re(x ) Im(x )

-.0145 .0000 .0015 .0000 -.0109 .0144 -.0109 -.0144 -.0404 .0000
.0907 .0000 -.0262 .0000 -.0527 -.0221 -.0527 .0221 .0010 .0000

-.0147 .0000 .0063 .0000 .0130 .0043 .0130 -.0043 -.0095 .0000
-.0067 .0000 .0006 .0000 .0191 .0004 .0191 -.0004 -.0056 .0000

.0341 .0000 .0102 .0000 -.0490 -.0089 -.0490 .0089 .0161 .0000

Re y m y e y Im y Re y Im y Re y Im y Re y Im(y()l()R() ()
1EEFÄ1<>

() () () )
.00210 .0000 .0(?95 .00110 .0409 .14339 .0419 -.1Ä°39 .02512 .0000

-.0021 .0000 .0132 .0000 .0037 -.0944 .0037 .0944 .0129 .0000
.0031 .0000 -.0500 .0000 -.0162 .0180 -.0162 -.0180 .0138 .0000
.0046 .0000 -.0358 .0000 .0148 .1128 .0148 -.1128 .0363 .0000
.0016 .0000 -.0185 .0000 .0535 .1205 .0535 -.1205 .0205 .0000
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In summary, the first order change in an eigenvector has a nonzero

projection onto the eigenvector for non—self-adjoint systems.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have examined two main approaches for

simultaneously placing eigenvalues and attaining low sensitivities,

namely, modal insensitivity and minimum sensitivity approaches. From a

theoretical perspective, the former method of utilizing null space basis

vectors to impose modal insensitivity and place eigenvalues appears more

attractive than the latter approach due to its mathematical rigor and

elegance of the former approach. On the other hand, from the practical

and implementation viewpoints, the latter approach appears more

attractive for two reasons: (i) in situations where zero modal

sensitivities (modal insensitivity) are not attainable, the former

becomes inapplicable while for the latter approach, some minimal

sensitivity configuration can be anticipated, and (ii) inequality and

equality constraints, reflecting various physical constraints cannot be

easily accomodated in the former approach. However, additional

numerical experiments are needed to further evaluate the applicability

and usefulness of the above approaches for real physical problems.

It should also be mentioned that in the null space approach, the

remaining freedom (if it exists in a given problem) in choosing a set of

feasible eigenvectors has not been sufficiently explored. The problem

of developing a numerical algorithm to implement the above optimization

problem will indeed be interesting.
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A convenient scalar index designed for use as a cost function in

eigenvalue sensitivity optimization is derived. By using concepts of

matrix operator norms, the scalar index and its relationship to a

linearly predicted bound on weighted and normalized eigenvalue

perturbation is established. Unfortunately, numerical studies have not

yet been done to examine its usefulness.

In a different context from the central theme of this chapter, we

have derived modal expansion coefficients of eigenvector derivatives for

non-self—adjoint systems. The eigenvector derivatives are shown to have

generally nonzero projections onto all eigenvectors. Additionally,

these basis coefficients for left and right eigenvector derivatives are

found to be related by a simple expression.

Finally, a more concise derivation using concepts of eigenvalue

conditioning of a stability robustness measure, originally derived by

Patel and Toda, has been presented. This result provides additional

rigor and insight to Patel and Toda's robustness measure.



4. STABILITY ROBUSTNESS THEORY IN TIME DOMAIN

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we discussed various ideas associated with

eigenvalue sensitivity including scalar indices that presumably quantify

the degree of sensitivity with respect to a chosen set of parameters.

As with any sensitivity formulation, the eigenvalue sensitivity indices

discussed above are strictly speaking, local measures. This implies

that for a given nominal configuration with low sensitivity, there is no

guarantee that even a small finite perturbation will not destabilize the

nominal system. Indeed this is the major weakness of sensitivity

methods. As a result, there is a pressing need for methods that can

rigorously guarantee, within the framework of mathematical modelling,

various properties of a control system under finite "ignorance". For

convenience, we shall make a distinction between “sensitivity theory"

and “robustness theory" with latter admitting finite plant

perturbations.

In this chapter, we concentrate on robustness theory in the time

domain, or more precisely, the effect of perturbating of vectors and

matrices in state space equations on system stability. The main goals

are to examine the basic principles that underlie a class of robustness

measures and also to provide some new connections to well established ·

concepts of numerical conditioning in matrix theory and eigenvalue

placement problem. The earlier work of Patel, Toda and Sridhar |56,30l

forms the historical basis of the ideas examined here. It is believed

that results reported here extend their earlier work and provide several

117
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new insights.

we begin by a review of a Lyapunov stability theorem for time

invariant linear systems. This is followed by a discussion on the

problem of imposing absolute stability in the design of feedback

controllers using the Lyapunov equation. In a different context,

Lyapunov theory and matrix norm theory are used to arrive at a stability

robustness measure first introduced by Patel and Toda [30l. we next

derive a second measure of robustness in modal coordinates. It is

believed that this new derivation substantially simplifies Patel and

Todas' original derivation. In addition, the present derivation arrives

at new relationships between the Patel—Toda robustness measure, the

condition number, and the limit of robustness in a more direct

fashion. The last section examines the robustness of the standard

optimal linear quadratic regulator. The derivation presented here

differs from that given in reference [56] as will be self evident.

Finally, an equation relating the quadratic weight matrices and the

Riccati and force distribution matrices is derived which represents

conditions for "optimal" stability robustness with respect to Patel and

Todas' measure for optimal linear quadratic regulators.

4.2 Lyapunov Stability Theorem

For linear, time invariant systems, a convenient means of testing

for asymptotic stability is by using Lyapunov Stability Theorem. This

theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for guaranteeing

asymptotic stability. This is done by using the generalization of the

concept of energy and its monotonic decay to a minimum zero. In other
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words, if the generalized energy of the state along any trajectory of

the system decreases with time, then the state itself must approach zero

as time increases. The Lyapunov theorem can be formally stated as [51]:

THEOREM 4.2

The zero state of the linear, time invariant system

x(t) = Ax(t) (4.2.1)

is asymptotically stable if
for every {Q: Q 2 0, Q hermitian]
there exists [P: P > O, P hermitian]
where P satisfies the Lyapunov matrix equation

AHP + PA = -0 .
The above theorem implies that if the system matrix, A is

asymptotically stable and Q is positive semidefinite, then the solution,

P, from the Lyapunov equation must be positive definite. However, it is

important to note that the theorem does not imply that if A is .

asymptotically stable and P is some chosen positive definite matrix,

then, the computed Q is positive definite. This important fact leads to

a design limitation in using Lyapunov equation directly for guaranteeing

asymptotic stability of closed loop system. This limitation is evident

from Figure 4-1 where a set relationship between a stable A, P and Q

matrices are depicted. we see that for a given positive definite matrix

P, the computed Q matrix may not be positive semidefinite even though A

is asymptotically stable. In other words, selecting a positive definite

matrix P and constraining matrix A (to be such that the computed right

hand side be negative semi definite) may be too restrictive for

practical implementation. On the other hand, solving the Lyapunov

equation for P and determining its definiteness provides only a check

for absolute stability. Of course, in principle, additional constraints
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Q Z Q

/ P > 0
satisfies

solve for P n yapunov Eq.

evaluateQQ

i O P > 0
do not: satisfy
Lyapunov Eq.

Figure Q.1 Relationship between A, P and Q matrices
in Lyapunov equation
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may be imposed on the solution of the Lyapunov equation to guarantee its

positive definiteness but this results in a bilinear equation which

substantially increases the level of numerical difficulty. To

summarize, a nontrivial approach to imposing stability constraints using

Lyapunov theorem is to select a positive definite Q, impose

-§LE§ll— constraints of Lyapunov equation and the positive definiteness

of matrix P.

To prove the above theorem, we consider the time history of a

Lyapunov function, V(x),

V(x) = xH(t) P x(t), P > 0.

By taking the time derivative along the trajectory of Eq. (4.2.1), we

get

% = ä.; l¤H(t)P><(t)|

= xH(t) [AHP + PA} x(t)

H= -¤ (t)0><(t)

where AHP + PA é -0 , 0=0H.

Ne observe that for V(x) to monotonically decrease, must be zero}

} if -%¥— is not identically zero along any nontrivial solution.
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or negative, or equivalently Q 2 D. Therefore, if we can find a

positive definite P and positive semidefinite Q such that the Lyapunov

equation is satisfied, then every trajectory of Eq. (4.2.1) will

approach zero as time increases, i.e. A is asymptotically stable.

Figure 4.2 gives a geometrical interpretation of Lyapunov theorem.

In the next two sections, the Lyapunov theorem will be used for

deriving various stability robustness criteria and measures.

4.3 Robustness Measure of Patel and Toda

In this section, the robustness measure first introduced by Patel

and Toda [30] is considered in detail. The results are derived using

Lyapunov stability theorem and matrix norm theory. Due to their

importance, a few theorems and lemmas will be stated and proved.

Let us consider the system described by

x(t) = A x(t) + f(x(t),t) (4.3.1)

where the uncertainty and/or perturbations on the system are assumed

representable by f. Furthermore, we assume here that exact expressions

for f are unknown and only bounds on f are known. Ne note in Eq.

(4.3.1) that A may represent a closed loop system matrix and that the

dependence of f on controls may be eliminated by substituting for a

specific control strategy. The problem here is this: given that A is

asymptotically stable, how can we obtain bounds on f such that the

system maintains its stability?
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0

X2(t)

Observe: V(x) 2 O

V s 0

Ilxll —-• Ü
as t -» ~||V(x)tI —-> Ü

Figure 4.2 Geometrical Interpretation of
Lyapunov Theorem
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First, we choose as Lyapunov function

TV(x) = x Px (4.3.2)

where P > 0, is the solution of Lyapunov equation

ATP —+ PA - -20 (4.3.3)

Since the unperturbed system, A is assumed asymptotically stable, a P

matrix of Eq. (4.3.3) exists by the lyapunov theorem for any positive

semidefinite matrix 0. Taking the time derivative of the Lyapunov

function and using Eq. (4.3.1), we obtain

v -
xTPx + xTPx

= xT(ATP + PA)x + 2fTPx

= —2xTQx + 2fTPx

Therefore, V s 0 , i.e. the system described by Eq. (4.3.1) remains

stable, if f satisfies

fTPx S xT0x . (4.3.4)

The condition of Eq. (4.3.4) is clearly inconvenient for applications

and we seek instead a bound on the vector norm of perturbation f. By

Rayleigh's principle l54l, we obtain the lower bound

T . 2
x 0x z min A(0) nxuz (4-3-5)
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and an upper bound

fTPx S |rTPx|
s Hflz uPxu2

s ufu, uPu2 uxuz . (4.3.6)

we conclude from the bounds of Eqs. (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) that Eq. (4.3.4)

is satisfied if ufuz satisfies

ufu_.i . @11QL (4 3 7)nxuz ‘
HPM, ° ° '

From Eq. (4.3.7), we see the need for the condition

f(0,t) = D. _

The results of the above derivations can be summarized as follows:

Given an asymptotically stable system, A, the system defined by Eq.

(4.3.1) remains stable if f satisfies Eq. (4.3.7) and where P and Q

(positive definite and semidefinite matrices respectively) satisfies Eq.

(4.3.3). Ne make several observations here: first, we note that some

level of conservatism in robustness measure is introduced by using the

lower and upper bounds of Eqs. (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) to obtain Eq. (4.3.7)

and second, it is obvious from Eq. (4.3.7) that the robustness measure

depends on the choice of matrix Q, which hitherto was assumed arbitrary

except for its positive semidefiniteness. The question naturally

follows as to the choice of Q which maximizes the robustness measure.
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In fact, this maximization with respect to 0 amounts to reducing the

conservatism of the robustness measure. In the sequel, the results of

Patel and Toda [30] are presented that resolves the above problem.

LEMMA 4.3.1

Let P and P be the unique positive definite solutions of the
Lyapunov equations

ATF + FA = -26 (4.3.8)
ATP + PA = -20 (4.3.9)

where

0 = 40 (4.3.10)

and q is a positive scalar. Then,

min x(§) Q min A(Q) Q u(Q)
max x(P) max A(P)

PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3.1

Using Eqs. (4.3.10), (4.3.8) can be rewritten as

^T(—§ P) + (1;- F14 = -20 (4.3.11)

By uniqueness of solutions of Eqs. (4.3.9) and (4.3.11)

1 --— P = P
0

==> max >.(P) = max >.(qP) = q max >.(P)

QQ> min A(§) Q min Q min
1101

0.E.D.

The above lemma, which proves that 0 is independent of scaling, will be
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used in the following lemma to show that u is maximum when Q is the

identity matrix.

LEMMA 4.3.2

¤(Q) is a maximum when Q = I .

PROOF OF LEMAA 4.3.2

Let 6 = GU . 0 > 0
_ 1where q °

6')_

so that

min A(ö) = 1 . (4.3.12)

The solution of

ATP + PA = -26 (4.3.13)

can be written as [55]

- Q ATt — AtP = 2 f e Q e dt (4.3.14)
O

and by using Eq. (4.3.12)

5 2 Amtäl. . ;_
max A(P) max A(P)

Consider a second system

ATP + PA = -2I (4.3.15)

where the solution can similarly be written as

“ Q ATt AtP = 2f e 16 dt (4.3.16)
0

and
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5 Q min x(I) Q 1

max x(P) max x(P)
From Eqs (4.3.14) and (4.3.16), we can write

— “
-

A11- AtP - P = 2 f e (0 - I)e dt .
0

Eq. (4.3.12) ===> 2 1

I E 0

- T
===> P - P 2 0 ; since eAt, eA t nonsingular

===> max x(P) 2 max x(P)

===> B 2 E , for every pos. q and pos.def.0

0.E.D.

The results of the previous derivations and lemmas can be summarized in

the following theorem [30]:

THEOREM 4.3.1

Given an asymptotically stable system A, the perturbed system

x(t) = A x(t) + f(x(t),t)

maintains its stability if f satisfies

———m2 < 1 1 4 2 17Ixuz
“

max x(P) ' “ ( ° ‘ )

where P > 0 is the solution of Lyapunov equation

ATP + PA = -21 . (4.3.18)

It is clear from above theorem that p is a measure of stability

robustness of the asymptotically stable unperturbed system, A. The

implicit dependence of p on A is also evident from the following lemma
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whose proof is given in [30]:

LEMMA 4.3.3

If A is asymptotically stable and P satisfies

ATP + PA = -21
then

s -max [Re A(A)] (4.3.19)

and equality holds when A is a "normal" matrix.

The above lemma gives a bound on achievable robustness with this

kind of measure. It is apparent that the ideas of "robustness" and

"stability margin" are closely related. In particular, for pole

placement designs where eigenvalues are specified, the robustness

measure, u , can in principle be maximized to -maxlReA(A)| by seeking a

normal matrix with the desired eigenvalues, provided no additional

constraints are imposed. The above problem is certainly non—trivial in

practice and there is currently no algorithm in the literature to

accomplish this. Incidentally, the general form of lemma 4.3.3 when

0:1 is given in reference [52]. For the important case of linear

perturbations of the form

f(¤(t)„t> = E(t)¤(t)
we can easily apply theorem 4.3.1 to arrive at the following results

from matrix norm theory:

THEOREM 4.3.2

The system

>?(t> = (A + E(t))><(t)
remains stable if E(t) satisfies any of the following conditions
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a) uE(t)u, S u (4.3.20a)

b) uE(t)uF s u (4.3.20b)

C) QS; usiju S C/n (4.2.2oC)
where p is defined by Eq. (4.3.17) and Eq. (4.3.18) and n is the order

of the system. we note the following relationshipsi:

H·H2 Q u·uS = $l·] = maximum singular value of [·]

2 A 2S 2 C. = u·u = 2 2 E..
Ji 1 F

y’ji
TJ

S "Im 'E1.1'

Since u·uS norm is the smallest norm, it is the "best" choice, i.e., the

least conservative of the three conditions. However, H·uS is defined

as
_ max u[·lxn,

"•|i =¤l•l=
————-1-

s x Ixl,

so that it is more difficult to evaluate M-us than H·uF or
max"1.1‘E1a'·

I I·nS, u·n2, u·nF denotes "spectral",
"2“

and "Frobenius“ norms respectively
in matrix theory nomenclature, while aidenotes the i—th singular value of
some matrix [·|.
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4.4 Relationship Between Robustness and Conditioning of

Eigenvalue Problem

For a given linear, asymptotically stable system, an upper bound on

the maximum tolerable perturbation that maintains stability is derived

in the last section. The motivation is to obtain a criteria that

guarantees stability for some bounded finite perturbation in the

neighborhood of a nominal point in the context of closed loop control

system matrices. As pointed out in Chapter 3, it is very interesting to

observe that the above robustness criteria are not unrelated to the

concept of conditioning of the corresponding eigenvalue problem. In

contrast, we note that the motivations associated with the concept of

conditioning originates from the field of numerical analysis and matrix

computations [53,54,58] where robust solutions of algebraic equations

with respect to numerical errors are of central importance. It should

be emphasized that this (source of numerical errors are from finite

precision (and range) nature of computer arithmetic, which could be

considered infinitesimal when compared to mathematical model errors,

external disturbances or parameter variations. In any case, the two

resulting equations are shown below to be intimately related.

we now present a derivation of a stability robustness measure which

depends explicitly on the condition number of an eigenvalue problem.

Consider the system

x(t) = A x(t) + f(x(t),t) (4.3.1)

and let us confine ourselves to the case where the constant matrix A has

distinct eigenvalues so that there exists a full set of linearly

independent eigenvectors, [x1,...,xn]. The modal transformation is
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written as

x(t) = X n(t) (4.4.1)

and the biorthonormality

vTx =1 (4.4.2)
T -Y AX - A (4.4.3)

where X and Y denote modal matrices corresponding to right and left

eigenvalue problems. By using Eq. (4.4.1), we can rewrite Eq. (4.3.1)

in modal coordinates as

n(t) = A n(t) + g(t)_ (4.4.4)

where

g(t) é YTf(t) .

Ne now proceed along the lines of Section 4.3, except in modal

coordinates. By defining a Lyapunov function, and taking its time

derivative along the trajectory of Eq. (4.4.4), we get

V(¤) = ¤H(t) P ¤(ü) • P > 0

. .H H .V(¤) = ¤ (t) P ¤(t) + ¤ (t) P ¤(t)
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2 „H|AHp + PAln + 2Re {nHPg}

=
-2nHQq

+

2Rewhere

AHP
+ PA Q -20 . (4.4.5)

By Lyapunov theorem, the system represented by Eq. (4.4.4) remains

asymptotically stable if

V 6 0

H H
or Re {n P9) S n On . (4.4.6)

Since the terms in Eq. (4.4.6) have the bounds 2

HRe {A Pg} 6 unlz HPHZ Hguz

and

¤HQ¤ 2 min x(0) Nnüä

therefore, Eq. (4.4.6) is satisfied if the perturbation in modal

coordinates, g satisfies

_ 2
una, HPH2 ugu„ 6 min A(Q) una.
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or

(44 7)HnH2 ' HPH2 max x(P
‘

'

where P and Q are related by Eq. (4.4.5). From lemma 4.3.2, the bound

in Eq. (4.4.7) is maximum when Q is the identity matrix. Also, since

the modal forces and coordinates are related to the physical forces and

coordinates by

HgH2 s HYTH2 HFHZ

and

Hxuz s HXH2 HnH2 ,

the stability condition of Eq. (4.4.7) is now satisfied if

HYTH2 Hfuz 1
HxH2/ HXH2 S max AZP)

NFH
==> S (4.4.8)

2 HY H, HXH2 max x(P)

where P satisfies

AHP + PA = -2I . (4.4.9)

The solution for P in Eq. (4.4.9) can be easily obtained if written in

index notation,

n
*

n‘ . P . · P. . = -2 .. ; ','=1,...,
ki) ^1k kg +ki1 1k^kg Gig 1 J n
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==> . • . + . = -
• „P * 2„<^„ ^5> 615

-28.. 0 ; ixj
==> = : 1

*1 * *5 ‘
* "J

so,

1
—Re{xl} ·_ 0

P =
•

0 ° -*1*- elxn)

where for convenience (without loss of generality) we let

0 < —Relx,} < -Re(x2} < ....< —Relxnl

i.e. xl is assumed closest to the imaginary axis in eigenspace.

Therefore,

1 1max >.(P) = ——l— = -————————
-Re{>.l}so

that the stability condition of Eq. (4.4.8) becomes

HFHZ —m?x|ReT

where c(X) = HY nz HXHZ

= ux°*u, HXHZ = condition number.
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For linear perturbations

ufuz = uExu2 s uEu2 uxuz

and the stability condition of Eq. (4.4.10) becomes

-“$“[ReHEII2 • (4.4.11)

Ne note the following relations from a property of operator norms [53]:

- -1 -1 - -c(X) - uX u uXu 2 uX Xu — u1u - 1 .

It is clear from the above that the minimum value of a condition number

is unity. In the limit when A is normal, X is a unitary matrix, i.e.

uXu2 = ux'1u, = 1

so that c(X) = 1 .

we also observe that Eqs. (4.4.10) and (4.4.11) corresponds to Eqs.

(4.3.17) and (4.3.20a) respectively. In the limit when A is normal, the

robustness measures all have the same value as the right hand side of

Eq. (4.3.19).

It can be concluded from Eqs. (4.4.10) and (4.4.11) that within the

set of all A matrices with the same max(Re 1 (A)]„ the maximum stability

robustness condition corresponds to the minimum condition number of the

eigenvalue problem, a consistent and an intuitively pleasing result! In

fact, it can be seen from chapter 3 that the stability condition of Eq.
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(4.4.11) can be derived purely from the eigenvalue conditioning

viewpoint. A significance of the above results is that the problem of

minimizing the condition number by eigenvector shaping is equivalent to

the problem of maximizing a stability robustness measure of Patel and

Toda. Also, a robust (in the Patel—Toda sense) control law will

automatically have a well-conditioned closed loop eigenvalue problem.

An alternative derivation leading to Eq. (4.4.10) is given in [30l.

4.5 Robustness of Optimal Linear Quadratic Regulators

In this section, the stability robustness of the optimal Linear

Quadratic State Feedback (LQSF) regulator is reviewed as originally

derived in [S6] but in a slightly different fashion. In essence, matrix

bounds on the perturbations (modelling errors and/or parameter

variations) in the system matrices, for a standard optimal LQSF

regulator that would maintain closed loop stability are derived. The

class of perturbation considered includes the general nonlinear, time-
1

varying case. Furthermore, the special case of linear perturbations is

examined in detail.

The steady state LQSF problem with prescribed degree of stability

I57] can be stated as follows:

minimize J =
gw e2°t[xTQx

+ uTRu|dt (4.5.1)

subject to x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (4.5.2)

where O e O, R > O
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and ¤ (20) prescribing the degree of stability. Assuming the pair

(A,B) to be controllable, and all states available for state feedback,

the above optimization problem yields the optimal, constant gain state

feedback control law

- -1 Tu(t) - — R B P x(t) (4.5.3)

where P>0 is the solution of the Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE)

T -1 T _
(A + al) P + P(A + al) - PBR B P + Q - 0 (4.5.4)

where I is an (nxn) identity matrix. From Eqs. (4.5.2) and (4.5.3), the

closed loop system of the optimal regulator is

x(t) = (A — BR'1BTP) x(t) .

The problem of interest here is to derive the bounds on perturbation

vector, f, that would maintain closed loop stability of the system

- _ -1 Tx(t) - (A - BR B P) x(t) + f(x(t),t) (4.5.5)

4.5.1 Bounds for General Perturbation

Let us derive a bound on f using Lyapunov theorem. we choose as
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the Lyapunov function

V(x) = xTPx (4.5.6)

where P is the Riccati matrix, i.e. the solution of ARE Eq. (4.5.4). By

taking the time derivative of Eq. (4.5.6) and substituting Eq. (4.5.5),

we obtain

V(x) = xT(ÄTP + PÄ)x + 2fTPx (4.5.7)
where

A = A — BR’lBTP; closed loop system matrix.

we proceed now to impose V(x) s O in Eq. (4.5.7), i.e.,

xT(ÄTP + PÄ)x + 2fTPx S 0 (4.5.8)

By using a rearranged ARE of Eq. (4.5.4) of the form

ATP
+ PA = -(D + 2aP) (4.5.9)

where

0 é 0 + PBR_1BTP

the stability condition of Eq. (4.5.8) can be rewritten as

fTPx S é xT(D + 2¤P)x . (4.5.10)
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To obtain bounds on the vector norm of f, we use Rayleigh's Principle

T . 2
I

x (D + 2¤P)x z min 1(D + 2aP) uxuz

and fTPx S |rTPx|
s Hfhz HPxl2

s Mfuz HPH2 Nxuz

so that the stability condition of Eq. (4.5.10) is automatically

satisfied if f satisfies

1 . 2
HFHZ HPHQ Hxuz s min 1(D + 2aP) · HXN2

or “f“2
1 min 1(0 + 2aP)

Hxlz S Ü max 1 P ° (4°5°1l)

The numerator of the right hand side of Eq. (4.5.11) can be further

simplified by using the eigenvalue property for symmetric matrices

min 1(D) + min Ä(2¤P) s min 1(D + 2aP)

so that Eq. (4.5.11) is satisfied if f satisfies

“f”2
< 1 min 1 D + min 1 P

lxuz
‘

2 max 1 P ° max 1 P

ä „ . (4.5.12)
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A less direct but nevertheless equivalent derivation of Eq. (4.5.12) is

presented in reference [56]. Ne now summarize the above results in a

theorem:
I ‘

THEOREM 4.5.1

The optimal LQSF regulator closed loop system with perturbation,
f, where

· -1 Tx(t) = (A — BR B P) x(t) + f(x(t),t)

remains stable if f satisfies

ufuz

W E
"

where

= 1 min A D + min A P“
2 max A P ° max A P

0 é Q + P0R°10Ts>

and P satisfies ARE of Eq. (4.5.4).

From the above robustness measure, we observe that the quadratic

weights, Q and R, plays a major role in determining robustness and must

be chosen judiciously especially since various other properties such as

eigenvalue assignability, control energy and state error magnitudes are

also directly related to these matrices. This point is also evident in

the numerical results of reference [14l.

For the special case, a = 0 ,

= 1 min A D“
2 max A P
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where P satisfies

ATP + PÄ = -0 9 -(o + P0R‘l0T1=>)

and we conclude from lemma 4.3.2 that 0 is maximum when D = I, i.e. if

the weights are chosen such that

-1 T -Q + PBR B P - I. (4.5.13)

Ne see that for the special case of a=0 , Eq. (4.5.13) provides the

conditions for which robustness of an optimal linear quadratic regulator

is "optimal" with respect to Patel and Todas' measure.

4.5.2 Bounds for Linear Perturbations

Let us next consider the special but important case where the

perturbation is assumed linear

f = E x(t) + F u(t) . (4.5.14)

By adding Eq. (4.5.14) to Eq. (4.5.2) we get

x(t) = (A + E) x(t) + (B + F) u(t) (4.5.15)

where matrices E (nxn) and F (nxm) may represent modeling errors and/or

parameter variations in the plant (A,B). By using the optimal control
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law of Eq. (4.5.3), the perturbation of Eq. (4.5.14) becomes

6 = (E - 6R‘16TP) x

= (E + FK) x (4.5.16)

where

K = - R—1BTP

and the closed loop system takes the form

x(t) = [(A + E) + (B + F)K| x(t) . (4.5.17)

The problem now is to obtain bounds on E and F that will guarantee

stability of Eq. (4.5.17). To use theorem 4.5.1 directly, we consider

the following relations:

MfM, N(E + FK)xM,
S IIE +FKII, S IIEII, + IIFII, MKII, •

2 2

Using theorem 4.5.1, the closed loop system Eq. (4.5.17) will maintain

stability if E and F satisfies

NEM, + MFM, NKM, s p (4.5.18)

where p is given in Eq. (4.5.12).

More convenient forms for the perturbations E and F in the left
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hand side of Eq. (4.5.18) can be obtained by using H·HF instead

of H·H2 ; i.e. since

HEH2 + urn. lKu2 s HEHF + HFHF HKHZ (4.5.19)

Eq.(4.5.18) is satisfied if

IIEIIF + HFIIF HKII2 s u (4.5.20)

The usefulness of Frobenious (or Euclidean) norm over spectral (or 2-

norm) matrix norms is that the former are much easier to evaluate then

the latter, at the expense of added conservatism by using Eq. (4.5.19).

A yet another convenient form of the bound for linear perturbation

takes the form

6 + E uKu 6 < ä (4 5 21)E n S F
‘

n ' '

where

IEijI s 6E ; i,j=1,...,n

Ifikl s 6F ' i=1,...,n ; k=1,...,m .

The form in Eq. (4.5.21) easily follows from Eq. (4.5.18) and the

inequalities

n n 2 2 max 2_ E = E.. _ . . E., =uEuS < u nF Lil jil 1J < In 1,J I IJI n6E
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IIFII <\lFII =
I;

E F-{ < m·n max [F 6S
‘

F j=1 ,:1 ij
‘

i,j ij F
‘

4.5.3 Dependence of Bounds on Dominant Eigenvalue

In this section, relationships between perturbation bounds and

optimal closed loop eigenvalues are derived, following ideas in

reference [56]. In essence, it is shown that the following result

represents a special case of lemma 4.3.3 where matrix A represents the

optimum LQSF closed loop stability matrix. Let 2 be the eigenvector

corresponding to the "dominant" eigenvalue of‘Ä . By pre- and

postmultiplying the ARE of Eq. (4.5.9), we get

A-.'|' A-., A- A-
2 A P2 + 2 PAz = -2 D2 - 2az P2 . (4.5.22)

we can use the eigenvalue equations

Ä2 = xz

A*Z*

where x is the "dominant" eigenvalue and rewrite Eq. (4.5.22) as

A·~k A- A- A-
x 2 P2 + A2 P2 = -2 D2 - 2az P2

A- A- A- A-
==> (A + x)z P2 = -2 D2 — 2az P2
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-
1* 1· 1-

==> 2 max[Re A(A)l2 P2 = -2 D2 - 262 P2

1-

==> -max[Re A(Ä)] = ——Z;Q£— + a (4.5.23)
22 P2

Since D and P are symmetric, by Rayleigh's Principle we have

*
min A(D) s s max A(D)

2 2

1-

min A(P) s —Z—££— s max A (P)
2 2

and a lower bound on the first term of right hand side in Eq. (4.5.23)

can be used to obtain

-max [Re A(Ä)] 2 a

> min A D + G min A P _Z 2 max A P max A P Z “

since

min AäP§
max A P Z 1

i.e. p s - max [Re A(Ä)| (4.5.24)

In words, Eq. (4.5.24) says that the robustness measure or perturbation

bounds for stability for an optimum LQSF closed loop system, as given by

theorem 4.5.1, is bounded by the dominant optimum closed loop
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eigenvalue. Clearly, Eq. (4.5.24) can be considered a special case of

lemma 4.3.3.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

we have examined in detail the basic principles underlying the

derivation of stability robustness measures or bounds in state space.

Like most mathematical models of real physical systems, the state space

model is not unique. This raises the question of the validity of

robustness measures that are based upon system matrix perturbations. On

the other hand, robustness measures arrived at by using perturbations of

transfer function have received much more attention, especially by

control theory researchers from electrical engineering. In the context

of the control of flexible structures, this popularity may be attributed

to the following reasons: (i) transfer function matrices are unique for

real physical systems and (ii) transfer function matrix perturbation

bounds could include unmodelled higher modes and even spillover effects

since the dimension of transfer function matrices are independent of the

order of the underlying dynamical system. However, we point out that

the practical significance of the above factors have not yet been

substantiated by successful applications. In addition, we note that

robustness bounds of transfer function matrices are difficult to

implement due to their dependence on frequency. In summary, it is

believed here that the results reported in this chapter have

significantly increased the credibility of “time domain robustness

measures“, by developing these concepts from Lyapunov concepts and then

making new connections to matrix norm and condition number concepts.
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A major problem, which is fairly well known in the literature on

robust control, is the conservatism of robustness criteria or measures

that admit general or unstructured perturbations. This conservatism is

rather democratic, in that it afflicts all of the time and frequency

domain robustness norms known to this author. This conservatism is

apparently more evident for problems having system matrices that are

highly parameterized, or have significant internal structure. This

problem is germane to all known multi-input, multi—output robustness

criteria or measures. Consequently, the goal to obtain tighter

perturbation bounds, for a given class of problems with known internal

structures, by utilizing the internal structure, is indeed an important

sequel problem that needs to be researched to increase the practical

applicability of stability/robustness theory.



5. APPLICATIONS

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on applying the design optimization

algorithm developed in chapter 2 to extremize three different cost

functions. The cost functions examined here namely, a scalar measure of

eigenvalue sensitivities with respect to specified parameters, the total

mass of the structure, and a stability robustness measure, all have

obvious physical significance. A hypothetical structure is chosen here

for our design study, the model details are presented in Appendix B.

The structure consists of a free—free flexible beam with a rigid body

attached to the center of the beam by a pin—joint and a torsional

spring. Allowing only external torques and noting the coupling effect

of the internal torsional spring, we see that the center of mass of the

total structure can be assumed fixed in inertial space and the system

has only a single rotational rigid body mode (see Appendix B). This

structure can be seen as a planar model of a flexible satellite o

consisting of a rigid main body and a gimbaled flexible appendage.

we consider here the simultaneous design of structures and a direct

output feedback controller for the flexible structure with the attached

rigid body. The general transient response includes both rigid body and

elastic motions. we assume here that these design optimizations are a

part of a preflight design study in which a nominal structure is given

with the corresponding open loop characteristics known. The goal is to

simultaneously tune both the nominal structural design and the

controller design parameters to move closed loop eigenvalues to desired

149
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regions in eigenspace, in some optimal manner as defined by a cost

function. As a consequence of the particular parameterization, a total

of 55 design variables (made up of 4 structural parameters, 3 actuator

locations and 48 gain elements) are used to drive 10 damping factors and

6 damped frequencies to desired locations. Additional inequality

constraints on the structural parameters are included to reflect various

physical constraints.

In essence, the three cases presented differ only in their cost

functions. Although many other cost functions merit investigation, we

specifically choose the above mentioned functions because of their

physical siginificance in both structures and control fields. we shall

compare minimum mass designs (a structural cost function) with minimum

closed loop eigenvalue sensitivity and maximum stability robustness

designs (control cost functions). In addition, the latter two designs

provide interesting comparisons.

Tables 5.1a and 5.1b show the nominal design variables and other

fixed parameters for the structure. The open loop damping factors and

frequencies corresponding to the nominal design is given in Table 5.2.

The dynamic model considered is a 20-th order system and the real

system matrix gives in general, 10 conjugate pairs of eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. Generally speaking, only the lower frequency modes will

be accurately modeled due to truncation effects. However, we elect to

simplify the present discussion by ignoring truncation errors. we

consider here, and in the following two sections, the problem of driving

10 damping factors (which are almost negligible in the nominal design)

to desired values while constraining the first 6 damped frequencies to
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Table 5.la Nominal Design variables

DESIGN VARIABLE SYMBDL NOMINAL VALUE

actuator 2 location al 5m

actuator 3 location dz Iün

actuator 4 location a3 15m

stiffness of torsional spring k 500 n—m/rad

thickness of flexible beam tp .1m

Young's modulus of beam E .l482x109 N/m2

mass density of rigid body ok 300 kg/m3

output gain elements:

G(1,1), G(2,l), G(3,1), G(4,1) -1

All other elements 0

Table 5.lb Fixed structural parameters

PARAMETER SYMBDL FIXED VALUE

width of rigid body wR 1m

thickness of rigid body tR 3m

depth of rigid body dR 2m

width of flexible beam wp 20m

depth of flexible beam ÜF lm

mass density of flexible beam pp 1799 kg/m3

Sensor l location sl 3m

sensor 2 location sz 7m

sensor 3 location s3 13m

sensor 4 location sd 17m
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Table 5.2 Open loop and desired closed loop damped
frequencles and damping factors.

MODE OPEN LOOP DESIRED CLOSED LOOP

1 .0056 .4819E·10 .1 ./

2 .2803 .1402E-5 .3 .1

3 .3443 .1718E—5 .45 .1

4 1.241 .6204E-5 1.0 .05

5 1.768 .B839E—5 1.5 .05 -

6 3.981 .1990E—4 4.0 .05 ·

7 5.004 .2502E·4 >u; + .1 .02
6

8 8.295 .4147E-4 unconstrained .02

9 9.902 .4951E·4 unconstrained .02

10 14.34 .7171E-4 unconstrained .02
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some location (with the exception of the first mode). The first mode is

the only rigid body mode in the model and we would like to increase its

damping most significantly while changing its frequency to some positive

number (so the controlled vehicle will have a preferred pointing

direction). Table 5.2 also shows the desired damping factors and

frequencies. In the next three sections, we present the problem

formulations for the three different cost functions.

5.2 Optimal Eigenvalue Placement Designs for a Flexible Structure
with Attached Rigid—Body Using Output Feedback

5.2.1 Minimum Eigenvalue Sensitivity Design

Since lower frequency modes generally dominate transient response

for structural systems, we choose here to minimize the eigenvalue

sensitivity of the lower 6 modes out of a possible total of 10 modes,

with respect to an assumed set of 5 relatively uncertain parameters °

consisting of

al actuator location 2
az actuator location 3

V = ag = actuator location 4
k torsional spring constant
tF thickness of flexible beam

The eigenvalue sensitivity cost function can now be written as

5 6 ax. 2
S= Z E w..

j=l ,:1 avj ig

where wij represents the relative weight of the sensitivity of the i-th

eigenvalue with respect to the j-th parameter of vector V. The weights
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are taken as the square of the magnitude of the nominal parameters.

This amounts to a nondimensionalization of the sensitivity measure and

weighting all terms of the cost function equally. The set of design

parameters that are used to minimize the above sensitivity measure

consists of 55 variables as given in Table 5.16. The constraints are

summarized as follows:

actuator location constraints

6% 6 ai 6 ai ; i=1,2,3. (5.2.1)

plant parameter constraints

kß E k
tg 6 tF 6 tg (5.2.2)
s' 6 E
¤Ä E ¤R E ¤S

eigenvalue constraints

gi = gg ; i=l,...,lO
0 (5.2.3)

w = w ° l=l,... 6
di 9 9

2 + A(Aldi (Alds U76

local step size constraints

-6i 6 Api 6 ei ; i=1,...,55 (5.2.4)

where Api and ei represents the i—th parameter change and the

corresponding scalar bounds respectively. As evident from above
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Table 5.3 Lower, upper and local step size bounds on design parameters.

lower bounds on actuator location al, ag, a; 0m

upper bounds on actuator location al, ag, ag 20m

lower bounds on spring stlffness kl
5 N-m/rad

lower bound on beam thickness tg .01m
upper bound on beam thickness tg 2m

lower bound on beam stlffness El .1480x109 N/mz

lower bound on rigid body density Qä 50 kg/m3

„ upper bound on rigid body density Ag 1000 kg/m3

local step size bounds

actuator location Aal, Aaz, A33 .1m

spring stiffness Ak 30 N-m/rad

beam thickness AtF .01m
beam stiffness AE .1x105 N/mz

rigid body density AAR 40 kg/m3

gain elements i=1,...,4; AG(i,j) 10
j=1,...,12

frequency separation between Aula .1 rad/s
mode 7 and 6
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equation, an inequality constraint on the frequency of the 7-th mode was

imposed because it was found to be necessary (for this particular

problem) to avoid an algorithm related pitfall when the unconstrained

higher frequency mode cross the trajectory of the 6 lower frequency

constrained modes. The lower and upper bounds on the actuator

locations, structural parameters and step size are given in Iable 6.6.

The sequential linear programming approach outlined in Chapter 2

can now be applied, the linear program at step—i has the form

T
MAXIMIZE -1 y

SUBJECT TO
Al bl + Als;
Ä! bz + Äze

A, Y = 6, + A,6 (6.2.6)
I 2 t

y = . .
[A,] l6_+A„.l (526)

Äh bb + Äh e

y is nonnegative,

where
“l

x ( x 42(3 3) 3 52) ,

-1 0
(6x55) (6xl) H3
Al = ; :

(3x3) (3x52) F dl

1 0
“’F‘“2

WF' Ü]

(lx55)

öpsszj
’ bz: wdvz w"6‘

A°°z°
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-k£~k
{-1 1
I1

" ·1(6x55) (6x3)I 1 :(6x48) (6xl) I:-lp
A3

•
; b :

0 I J I 0
3

-EiE
I I

I -1 ' Z
| { -pRI·pI{
I1 l { u

pR”Ih{

(10x55) (10x1)A„ IJ - 1.1

(6x55) amd (6xl) S UA, 3 b, = i(l—v)wd * vwd - wdl

After solving the above linear program at step—i, the parauwters can be

updated using

Pi+1 = pi{

yTheabove linear program is solved by a FORTRAN subroutine called

"ZX4LP" which is available in IMSL |78I. The execution times on a CYBER

170 computer for each continuation step is given in Table 5.4. we can
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Table 5.4 Computer execution times for various subproblems.

SUBPROBLEM CP secs.
CYBER 170

real, nonsymmetric left and right
eigenvalue problems (20x20) 2.67

using IMSL routine EIGRF

Solution of linear program
(55 variables, 83 constraints) 22.73

using IMSL routine ZX4LP

Compute eigenvalue derivatives
axi i=1,...,6
"". ‘

‘=1,...,66BPJ J

Compute second eigenvalue derivatives
azxi

i=1,...,6
———————— ; j=1,...,5 159.06°°k°“3

k=1,...,66
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see that the computation of second derivatives of the eigenvalues

represents most of the computing effort despite the use of analytical

derivatives; finite-difference derivatives requires much more computing

time. After some numerical experimentation, a starting continuation

step size of AY = .005 and gradually increasing to Ay = .1 was found

to be suitable for our particular problem. After each new increment by

AY, the value of Y (which corresponds to a percentage enforcement of

the eigenvalue relocation eigenvalue constraints) is kept fixed while

the local parameter step size is decreased by one half and the linear

program resolved. This is done sequentially until no discernable

improvement in cost function is observed.

5.2.2 Maximum Stability Robustness Design

we consider here the optimization of the stability robustness

measure defined by Eqs. (4.3.17), (4.3.18) and (4.3.20a). The

robustness measure we seek to maximizeisu

(5.2.7)

where

ATP + PA = -21 (5.2.8)

and A represents the nominal closed loop system matrix. Since A is

asymptotically stable, by the Lyapunov stability theorem P is symmetric

and positive definite and therefore u is a well defined positive

number. To formulate the linear program, we expand the denominator of
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the above cost function about the current point_pC so that,

E 1— — ax 2
Y = xl + z —————| ap. + 0(Ap )

¤° 1=1 JJJJ ¤° J

where the sensitivity of the maximum eigenvalue of P with respect to the

j-th parameter, pj is

Q)- = üT—%— U (5.2.9)
J J

and Ü is the real eigenvector corresponding to the maximum

eigenvalue Y , which satisfies the real, symmetric eigenvalue problem,

PU = T E . (5.2.10)

The sensitivity of JJ as required in Eq. (5.2.9) can be obtained by

taking the partial derivative of the Lyapunov Eq. (5.2.8) to get

T aP aP aAT aAA -———— + —-——A = —(——-——P + P---) (5.2.11)ap. ap. ap. ap.
J J J J

From the above equation we see that —§%—— always exists and is unique
J

for any right hand side since all the eigenvalues of A is assumed to

have negative real parts (see p. 416 of (S11).

To summarize, the linear program for the optimization of stability

robustness can be written as
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* -1 aP -MINIMIZE E (U U)! C yj
J=l J D

SUBJECT T0 Eqs. (5.2.5), (5.2.6)

Eqs. (5.2.8), (5.2.10), (5.2.11)
y is nonnegative

5.2.3 Minimum Mass Design

The total mass of the structural system is used as the cost

function to be minimized. The total mass of the combined structure can

be written as

M ‘
Mflexible * Mrigia

‘ tFdFwF°F * tRdR"R°R

where the only design variables affecting the total mass is the

thickness of the flexible beam, tF, and the mass density of the rigid

body, pF . The above cost function can be readily linearized about a

current design point to obtain a linear cost function with eigenvalue

and design variable constraints as given in Eqs. (5.2.1) to (5.2.4).

5.2.4 Numerical Results
Q

Figures 5.1 to 5.3 illustrate the convergence histories of weighted

eigenvalue sensitivity, stability robustness and total mass of the

structural system respectively for the three different designs as

discussed previously. It can be observed that for all three cases,

convergence to the desired eigenvalue constraints is complete
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(i.e., Y=1.O is achieved). From Figure 5.1, we observe that initially

(Y<.1), the minimum mass design results in eigenvalue sensitivity

comparable to minimizing eigenvalue sensitivity directly and for values

of Y>.1, the eigenvalue sensitivities fluctuated in an unpredictable

manner far above the values of minimum sensitivity case. It is

interesting to note that maximizing robustness did not influence

eigenvalue sensitivity significantly. It should be recalled here that

the eigenvalue sensitivity, as defined here, depends on the particular

choice of parameters and the eigenvalues chosen, i.e., the sensitivity

of the first 6 eigenvalues (out of 10) with respect to a subset of 5

parameters (out of 55). In addition, the selection of relative

magnitudes of the weights associated with each sensitivity component is

important and significantly influences the numerical results. However,

as is common with most applications involving selection of weights, the

results depend heavily on the particular application and the analyst's

insight (or lack thereof).

In Figure 5.2 the stability robustness measures are plotted for the

three designs. As expected, the maximum robustness design gives the

highest robustness measures. It is interesting to observe that the

minimum sensitivity design results in a robustness history paralleling

that of maximum robustness design history for y's at initial stages

(v<.1), and remains essentially constant at 10'4 thereafter.

Interestingly this verifies the usefulness of minimizing eigenvalue

sensitivity for robustness optimizations when the eigenvalues are close

to the imaginary axis. On the other hand, for the minimum mass design,

the stability robustness index remains significantly below optimal
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robustness values. However, the stability robustness index gradually

increases with Y for minimum mass design although its corresponding

eigenvalue sensitivity becomes very large. This is probably due to the

increase in stability margin (distance from imaginary axis) with

increasing Y. Incidentally, this supports the previous observation

that robustness and sensitivity are not related "one to one".

The total mass histories as given in Figure 5.3 clearly shows the

large differences in total mass of the different designs. However, the

trend of the total mass for minimum sensitivity and maximum robustness

designs are similar inspite of their large differences in their absolute

values. Table 5.5 shows the performance indices at starting and final

converged conditions. The improvements in sensitivity, total mass and

robustness are clearly evident. The condition number and an alternate

robustness index is also shown for additional comparison.

To further evaluate the stability robustness and eigenvalue

sensitivity of the various designs, an alternate stability robustness

index, originally introduced by Patel and Toda [30l and rederived

elegantly in this dissertation (see section 3.5.2), is computed and

plotted along with the condition number of the eigenvalue problem in

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. From Figure 5.4, the maximum

robustness design is clearly seen to be the most robust in terms of the

alternative stability robustness index (Eq. 3.5.12) and in fact, Figures

5.4 and the corresponding Figure 5.2 are very similar. Furthermore,

Figure 5.5 shows that the condition numbers corresponding to the maximum

robustness design case had the smallest (optimal) values and decreased

monotonically to an asymptotic value. Interestingly enough, similar to
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Table 5.5 Performance Indices at Starting and Final
Converged Conditions

MINIMUM SENSITIVITY MAXIMUM ROBUSTNESS
DESIGN DESIGN

Q genvalue
• •: •: •

.
.25 2E-7 .25I2£—7

>- robustness .65l6E—15

eigenva ue 20.70sensltlvlt
total

T>-
robustness .6650E-4-..X X.X .X.„
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the observation made earlier from Figures 5.1 and 5.2, Figures 5.4 and

5.5 show a close relationship between condition number and the alternate

stability robustness index For optimal robustness and sensitivity

designs for small
Y‘s.

The similarity between sensitivity and

robustness designs withrespect to condition number for small Y (j .1)

is evident in Figure 5.5. Since the similarity also holds with respect

to robustness index (see Figure 5.2) for the same range of Y (j .1),

it appears that the eigenvalue condition number may serve as a stability

robustness index when the system is marginally stable, i.e., for small

Y. This observation is not unexpected since the condition number does

not contain stability margin information. In other words, the condition

number is essentially an eigenvalue sensitivity measure and as such, it

is strongly related to stability robustness only when the eigenvalues

lie close to the imaginary axis. It should be noted that the condition

number does not appear to be a reliable indicator of stability

robustness relative to the robustness measures oF Patel and Toda (in

this example) due to the asymptotic behavior for Y S .2 (see Figure

5.5) while the other two robustness indices both show a steady increase

in robustness over all Y (see Figures 5.2 and 5.4).

Figures 5.6 to 5.8 depict the closed loop eigenvalue trajectories

of all 10 modes for the three designs. Much of the parallelness in the

eigenvalue trajectories can·be attributed to the continuation method of

handling eigenvalue constraints; the smooth convergence and the

numerical robustness in the trajectories is evident from these Figures.
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5.3 Evaluation of "True" Stability Robustness for the Three Designs

From Theorem 4.3.2 of Chapter 4, it is shown that the robustness

measure of Patel and Toda represents a lower bound on the norm of system

matrix perturbation for guaranteeing closed loop stability. It can be

seen that the three designs correspond to three different levels of

robustness at v=I.0, as shown in Figure 5.2. For the dual purpose of

verifying Patel and Toda's robustness criteria and to obtain an estimate

of its conservatism when applied to parameter perturbation problems, we

compute true stability limits by sweeping individual parameters while

rigorously (nonlinearly) calculating the corresponding eigenvalues locii

to detect the actual onset of instability. Table 5.6 shows the

converged design variables at v=1.0 where the parametric sweeping

begins. In Tables 5.7 to 5.9, the upper and lower stability limits of

individual parameters (determined by the first eigenvalue crossing the

imaginary axis) are shown along with the 2—norms of the corresponding

perturbation matrix (i.e., the nominal closed loop system matrix minus

the perturbed matrix). It can be concluded from these tables that the

maximum robustness design (Table 5.8) tolerates the largest amount of

parameter perturbations, i.e., the maximally robust design is the most

robust of the three designs. On the other hand, the minimum mass design

generally tolerates the least amount of parameter perturbation, i.e. the

least robust of the three designs. It can also be concluded that

perturbations in structural parameters are generally less tolerable than

gain element perturbations among the set of parameters considered here.

The relative robustness of the maximum robustness design can also

be seen from the fact that there is essentially no lower (positive)
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stability limit on torsional stiffness, k, and upper stability limit on

Young's modulus, E (see Table 5.8). Physically, this means that the

effective stiffness introduced by the maximally robust control law is

large enough to dominate the torsional stiffness. Furthermore, the

maximum robustness design has more (4) gain elements that have

individual perturbation ranges which include zero gains. This implies,

granting that actuator failures can be modelled approximately by

corresponding gain elements having zero values, that the maximum

robustness design may have the best chance of the three designs studied,

to remain closed loop stable for significant subsets of actuator and/or

sensor failures/malfunctions.

The conservatism of the robustness measure, given by Eq. (4.3.20a)

of Theorem 4.3.2, in guaranteeing closed loop stability for a bounded

perturbation can be observed from the data in Tables 5.7 to 5.9. we

first note that all twelve individually perturbed matrix norms, as given

in the above tables (corresponding to upper and lower stability

limits), are substantially greater than the predicted lower bounds that

guarantee stability. In some cases, several orders of magnitude of

conservatism is evident. This result, in essence, demonstrates the

validity of the sufficient condition of Patel and Toda‘s stability

robustness criteria. It should be noted that the above results are

apparently typical, the predicted matrix norm bounds that guarantee

stability is quite often a few orders of magnitude smaller than true

stability limits. This large degree of conservatism is not unexpected

for this type of robustness measure since a single scalar measure of

perturbation magnitude in a multi—dimensioned parameter space (in our
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case, of dimension 55) is bound to be highly conservative, not to

mention the heavily structured nature of the parameterized perturbations

introduced here, whereas unstructured perturbations are assumed in the

Patel/Toda theory. Nevertheless, we conclude from the above results

that a significant numerical difference in the above robustness measure

corresponds to a significant difference in the actual stability

robustness of the closed loop system, even for parameterized

perturbations. The above numerical results confirm the usefulness of

the robustness measure as an objective function for robustness

optimization, but does not resolve the problem that this measure (as

well as all known robustness measures) is overly conservative if used as

a predictive measure of the size of the perturbation which will lead to

actual instability. The fortunate paradox is that maximization of this

conservative robustness measure is demonstrated to be very effective in

substantially increasing the system's true robustness.



6. CONCLUSIDNS

6.1 work in Retrospect

This dissertation addressed a few problems associated with unified

design and optimization of structures and controllers of large flexible

structures. In particular, we have focused on two main aspects, namely,

a general design algorithm for conveniently handling many constraints

efficiently and the problem of designing for stability robustness with

respect to uncertainty in the closed loop system matrix.

Due to the high dimensionality of the dynamical systems under

consideration and the need to impose many inequality constraint

conditions in the optimization problem, an efficient and reliable

optimization algorithm, such as the Simplex algorithm, is highly

desirable. Thus, the nonlinear optimization problem is converted to a

sequence of linear optimization problems so that the Simplex algorithm

can be applied. Furthermore, the continuation method is used in

conjunction with constraints on local step size bound on design

variables to enhance convergence. Numerical results indicate that

eigenvalue constraints used here for the purpose of pole placement works

well although a few issues remain unresolved, such as the question of

the "optimum" continuation step size and local parameter step size

bounds. The proposed algorithm has been successfully applied to two

significant problems, one of which involves a significant order

dynamical model of a flexible structure with an attached rigid body with

many constraints and the other, an optimal redesign of a cantilever beam

finite element model as cited earlier.
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Two sensitivity approaches for the design of closed loop systems

under perturbations have been reviewed in detail. It was shown that the

conditions for simultaneously satisfying eigenvalue placement and modal

insensitivity constraints are in general restrictive and frequently

unachievable although theoretically elegant and rigorous. However, it

should be mentioned that if the above conditions of eigenvalue placement

and modal insensitivity can be satisfied for a particular problem, the

numerical effort does not involve any type of iterative calculation and

the gain matrix can be easily computed (without the need for more

expensive iterations involving first and second order eigenvalue

derivative calculations). In other words, once a basis for the modal

insensitivity subspace is computed, a simple linear combination of these

basis vectors results in an eigenvector set that simultaneously place

eigenvalues and have zero eigenvalue and eigenvector sensitivities. The

corresponding gains can then be computed by a single matrix inversion.

The alternative method of directly minimizing a weighted magnitude of

eigenvalue sensitivity by mathematical programming is proposed and

demonstrated here. In addition, a convenient scalar index designed for

use as a cost function in eigenvalue sensitivity optimization is

presented. By using concepts froni matrix operator norm theory, a

relationship between the scalar index and a linearly predicted bound on

weighted eigenvalue perturbation is established.

Another important class of methods for dealing with closed loop

stability under system uncertainties is referred to as robustness

theory. Here the fundamental difference (with respect to sensitivity

approach) is that it guarantees closed loop stability provided the
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.

perturbations are smaller than certain bounds. The robustness theory of

Patel and Toda has been reviewed in detail. It is shown here that one

of two robustness measure originally formulated by Patel and Toda can be

derived more concisely using concepts from eigenvalue conditioning

theory. This clearly demonstrates the physical importance and the

theoretical soundness of their robustness measures. In addition, the

robustness measures of an optimal linear quadratic regulator with full

state feedback has been reviewed. This included a simpler derivation of

the robustness condition and a derivation of a new condition on the

weight matrices for "optimal" robustness.

we have presented and demonstrated a design algorithm and a

stability robustness measure, which have not received much historical

attention by researchers in dynamics and controls fields. Three

different cost functions (total mass, stability robustness and

eigenvalue sensitivity) have been successfully optimized with respect to

a unified set of design parameters which incuded structural and control

parameters and actuator locations. It was found that some similarity in

the convergence histories of cost function exist between the minimum

eigenvalue sensitivity and maximum robustness designs although their

absolute values differed significantly. The attractive practical

consequences of optimizing the robustness criteria was verified in spite

of its conservatism when used as a predictive bound on allowable

perturbation norms in the system matrix. It can be concluded that a

significant difference in the robustness measure does indeed correspond

to a significant difference in the actual stability robustness of the

closed loop system.
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Finally, it should be remarked that a major portion of the

theoretical work reported here involved the unification and

interpretation of various known results in the context of a particular

class of problems. This is indeed the author's intention and is a

major contribution of this work.

A summary of the contributions of this dissertation is as follows:

0 Presents a general sequential linear programming algorithm for

unified structure and controller optimization problems. This

algorithm is general and applies to a large family of

optimization problems, especially those having many inequality

constraints.

o Presents a unified discussion of the main theorems associated

with eigenvalue/eigenvector placement and modal insensitivity.

0 Presents new results and insights on existing eigenvalue

sensitivity measure using matrix operator norm concepts.

0 Generalizes the eigenvector derivative formula to non—self—

adjoint system. This corrects errors present in several texts

and papers and generally serves to illuminate the relationship

between the two independent eigenvector normalizations and the

associated eigenvector derivatives. A simple relationship

between the left and right eigenvector derivative expansion

coefficients are found.

o Relates Patel and Todas' stability robustness measures to

eigenvalue conditioning concepts in computational matrix

theory. A new derivation of this robustness criteria is

presented using conditioning concepts only.
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0 Numerically demonstrates the validity and usefulness of Patel

and Todas' stability robustness criteria. Some similarity is

shown between designs found minimizing an eigenvalue

sensitivity measure and maximizing the Patel and Toda

robustness measure.

6.2 Directions for Further Research

The research reported here should be extended as followsz

o The direct eigenvalue placement approach (using a judicious

choice on eigenvector sets via apriori computed basis vectors

of null spaces), does not require eigenvalue derivative

. calculations. Thus, this approach may require less numerical

work for computing gain matrices. However, plant parameters

may not be as conveniently included as design variables in a

unified approach. It would be interesting to study this
I

seemingly more direct approach to pole placement combined with

sequential linear programming and continuation methods to tune

plant parameters, sensor/actuator parameters and so on, versus

the methods presented herein.

0 To obtain stability robustness measures with respect to

structural uncertainties that are minimally conservative.

This amounts to a need for more accurate models to represent

actual uncertainties and perturbations of “real" systems, and

the need to develop robustness measures which can accommodate
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"structure" in the plant perturbations. Familiarity with

realistic mathematical models of each physical system seems

imperative for attacking the above problem.

0 The problem of finding an "optimal" or largest possible

continuation step size along with the associated local step

size bound on parameter changes. This is largely an artistic

issue but is nonetheless important vis—a-vis efficient

implementations.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATIVES DF DAMPING FACTORS AND DAMPED FREQUENCIES

The eigenvalues of the system A(p) can be written as

xi = Retxil + j Im{xi> (A.1)
’ ‘°1‘“1* j ‘“di

where

od Q oi\}1—c§ 2 damped natural frequency
1

and mi, gi represents the undamped natural frequency and damping factors

of 1-th mode respectively. The derivative of damping factors can be

derived from the relation 1
Reixil

I

. = · A.2¤i(P) —·Tj;T** ( )

by taking the derivative of above equations with respect to parameter p,

to get

—i—Re{x>aqi ap i Re{xi} 3 I I?=-+•"•—'——-?'),-P
1 |1i| PP ‘

a .To compute -35- lxil , we write

lxilz = (Relxi})2 + (Im(xi})2
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e

3 1 aAi axi
A.1

Using (A.4), (A.3) can be rewritten as,
6Ai aAi

M1
—R€(T} RE (T}

(R )2i- = ————— + ——·———————— EU-}
ap 3 1ml Ixil

6Ai

+but

since the first term on R.H.S. of (A.5) can be written as

aAi-Re{——·——+
ap 2 2

1
A.1

(A.5) takes the fina1 form,
aAi 2

=**1* 1» 1’ + IA 1’
i i

= ————;— 1Re1Ai1 Im?} — Im1Ai1 Raw-;} (A.6)
Ixil

Fina11y from (A.1) the damped frequency sensitivity can be written as

Bw

ap ap 1

aA.
- ...L.- Im( ap 1 (A.7)



APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EQUATION OF MOTION FOR FLEXIBLE

BEAM NITH ATTACHED RIGID BODY

The structure under consideration is shown in Figure A. It

consists of a free—free beam with a rigid body attached to its center by

means of a pin joint and a torsional spring. The material property of

the beam is assumed to be isotropic, homogeneous with a uniform

thickness distribution. In the sequel, the equation of motion for the

above distributed system is derived using the extended Hamilton's

principle and its discretization by means of the assumed modes method

l84l.
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*2 X3 X2, X2 E Inertial Frame
B, - xl, x2 E Rigid Body Frame

R2
ax, :2 E Flexible Beam Frame

//
/ L/’ I

I

A X X,

t...L F
d = 2—— r‘=—L—dI + MF/MR 2

MF E Total Mass of Flexible Beam = pF(wF dF tF)

MR E Total Mass of Rigid Body = pR(wR dR tR)

IF E Mass Moment of Inertia of Flexible Beam
about its c/m = —%?—

pFtFdF wF

IR 5 Mass Moment of Inertia of Rigid Body
. _ I 3 3

about its c/m —
12 pRdR(tRwR + tRwR)

‘
Figure A Flexible beam with attached rigid body
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Derivation of Total Kinetic Energy:

T = TR + TF R ~ Rigid Body (B.1)
F ~ Flexible Beam

T -11 M 2 °2 azR_Ü(R+ M”)°1 · ~(·)

TF d2 (3-3)

where

E(2) is the instantaneous inertial velocity of infinitesimal

beam element at location z.

X2

.g2/·/

t1
/’ X 32 *1

//
61

d U
X1

B4ll 2 2 1 YE2 (•)

where

"^" denotes unit vectors
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from geometry,

Ä2= sin62 gl + cos62 E2 (B.5)

Therefore, (B.4) can be written in terms of only 52, 52 coordinates by

using (B.5) to get,

E = (d sin02 + 2 - %)g2 + (d cos62 + y)g2 (B.6)

To obtain time derivative w.r.t. inertial frame, we can use “transport

theorem" to get,

L _ dä L L“ ‘ ( dt )g-frame + Q;/X X “

where

Ö;/X 5 angular velocity of 5-frame w.r.t. X-frame

= <é„+ MZ;
E = (d coso2 (-d sino2 62 + y)g2

+ (Ö1 + é2)g3 X [(d $l“°2
+ Z

(dTermsarising from the cross product are

H9. + éz)(d Si¤@2 + Z

E = ld c0s02 62- (62 + 62)(d cos62
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+ l—d sin02 02+ } + (02+ 02)(d s1n02 + z

2 2 .2
n · n = d cos 0202

-2d cos02 02(02 + 02)(d cos02 + y)

. . 2 2
+ (02 + 02) (d cos02 + y)

2_2
.2

+ d s1n 0202

.2
+.Y

+ (02+ 02)2(d sin02 + z -
%)2

— 2d sin02 02}

- 2d sin02 02(02+ 02)(d sin02+ 2 — ä)

. . . _
L+ 2 }(02+ 02)(d s1n02+ z

(02+ cos02+ (d s1n02+ z

02)Icos02(dcos02+ y) + sin02(dsin02+ z

2d s1n02 02}
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+ 2y02(d sin02+ z - ä) + 2y02d sin02

Q Q 2.2 .2
n · n = d 02 + _y

+ (02+ 02)2(d2+
y2+

(2- %)2+ 2d[cos02 y + sin02(z— %)I}

—2d02(02+ 02)ld + cos02 y + sin02 (2 - ä)!

+ 25462+ 62)(z - ä) + 2962d sin 62

Since

02 = 02(t)

02 = 02(t)

y = y(2„t) „ „

the kinetic energy of fiexurai beam is

Edz

= dzéä {L Q- pA dz „-A2

+ TL
ä

¤^92dt
0
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+ (61+ 62)2d2[L Q ßA dz +--A2
0

+ (0,+ 692 IL Q 0AlJ/2+ <z — %)2ldz ---0
0

+ (61+ 62)22d cos02 [L
Q 6Ay dz +--C1

0

+ (61+ 02)22d sin02 [L
Q pA(z - %)dz +--B1

0

- 2d2Ö2(61+ 62) [L pA dz +--A3
0

· - · L 1
- 2d02(01+ 02) cos02 [ Q 6Aydz +--C20

- 2d62(61+ 62) $1662 [L Q pA(z - %)dz .-+02
0

+ 2(61+ 62) [L Q pA§·(z - %)dz
0

+ 261d sin02 [L0

0, 52-axis c/m of beam is constant
w.r.t. time.

where

A = A1 + A2 + AJ

= d2(6; + 6i + 6; + 26162- 26261 - 26;) [L
Q 6Adz

0

=
dz 6T IL Q 6Adz

0
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= L M
dz 62

; M Q ILpAdZ -total mass of beam2 F 1 F 0

B = B1 + B2

= (6f+ 6;+ 26162- 6162- sin62 [L 2 pA(z - %)dz
0

= (6i+ 6162)2dsin62 fL0

0, if c/m of beam is at
middle or if beam has uniform
mass distribution.

C = C1 + C2

= (6i+ 6;+ 26162- 6162- 6;)2dcos62 fL pAydz
0

= (6i+ 6162)2dcos62 pAydz
0

0, if beam 52-axis c/m location
is at center of beam.

— l . . 2
D - 2 (61+ 62) IF

where

IFQ fL pA|y2+
(2 -

%)2l
E mass moment of inertia of

¤ beam w.r.t. c/m of beam

In short, by neglecting the effect of flexural motion on the location of

c/m of the beam, the kinetic energy expression for the flexural beam

reduces to
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T — [L1 A'2 ¤ ri · ·F
—

2 p y z +- exural contribution

°
to kinetic energy

1 2 -2 . . .+-2 MFd 01 +- rotational kinetic
energy due to rotation
of beam c/m.

IF (61+ 62)2 +— beam rotational kinetic
energy w.r.t. beam c/m.

+ 2(61+ 62) TL pAy(z — %)dz +- kinetic energy due

°
to flexural-rigid
body coupling.

The total kinetic energy is

T = TR + TF

= {L
2

.6262 + 2(61+62) {L
2 pAy(z - %)dz

]_ 2 2 .2
+ §(IR + MRr + MFd )01

+21F(61+ 62)2 (6.7)

The potential energy is due to elastic strain—energy and internal

spring which elastically couples the rigid-body coordinate 02 and

flexural slope at z = zs (spring location chosen here as ), i.e.

V = Vflexural strain+ Vspring
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2
-1 L LL 2 1 LL 2
- 2 EI I 2 I dz + 2 k(02 + 22 IZ ) (B.8)

az s

Virtual work due to external torques,

T¤(L) = (u,. u2, ua. u.,)

can be written as

6N = U2 802

ay+ u2 6(G2+ 02+ az lz=al)

ay+ u2 02+ azay

+ uk 6(01+ 02+

azwhereal, a2, a2 represents actuator locations along the beam. It is

assumed above that actuator ul is attached to the rigid body.

Using the method of assumed modes, we now represent the flexural

motion by

" T (Z) ¤(L) (B-10)
]=

where

N E order of flexural d.o.f.(= 8 chosen)

q2 E flexural generalized coordinates.

02 L assumed elastic mode shapes.
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For the elastic mode shapes required above we choose here the free-free

uniform beam eigenfunctions. Ne also note that the translational and

rotational rigid-body modes of free-free beam are not included in a1

since 02 represents the beam rigid—body rotational motion and the c/m

of beam is assumed a constant distance away from system c/m, which

eliminates translational d.o.f.

We now define the generalized coordinates of system of dimension

10,

Tx(t) = [01(t), 01(t), q1(t),...,q1(t)| (B.11)

The mass matrix can be deduced from total kinetic energy expressed in

generalized coordinates, i.e., by substituting Eq. (B.10) into Eq. (B.7)

to get .

1 ·T L T -T = iq (T:) { ¤^ ¢(z) ¢ (z) dz q(t)

· · L L T ·+ (o1(t) + o1(t))
1

pA(z — ä) a (z)dz q(t)

1 2 2 .2 .. 1 .2(IR+ IF+ MRr + MFd ) 01+ IF0102 + Ü IF02

or TJ IF moq

-1·T T ·T - 2 x IF IF moq x (B.12)

möq moq m
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where

(8x8) L Tm = Ia ¤Ald(z) d (z)Id2

(8xl)
möq = fk ¤^(2 — §) ¢(2)d2

J = IR + IF + MRr2 + MFd2

The stiffness matrix can be deduced from total potential energy

expressed in terms of generalized coordinates, i.e., by substituting 1

(8.10) into (8.8),

1 T 1 dz d2 T 1 2v = E q (t) TOEI T dz q(t) k oZ(t)
z z

ddT 1 dd gd T+ k@;(t) ¤(t) + — k¤(t) I——( ) I ¤(t)dz 2 dz dzz 2s s

or

0 0 0

_ 1 T TV - 2 x 0 k soq x (8.13)

0 soq s

where

(8X8) L
dzd dzd

T= ...... ..._.. Q2 Q2 IS fo EI!
dz;

( dz; ) Idz + kIdZ(dZ) I ZS
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oq dz zs

we observe that the spring, k, elastically couples flexible motion and

02 coordinates.

The generalized forces due to external torques can be obtained from

virtual work expression by substituting (8.10) into (8.9) to get

sw = (ul + u2 + u3 + u_)60l+ (u2 + ug + u„)602

T T Td d d .@2%] @1%-] @1%-] >3¤
z=al z=a2 Z=d3

= QTGX .

where

ul+u2+U3+U“ .

(10x1) U3 + U3 + U3
0 3 hl hl hlU +U- +U2 dz 2::1 3 dz 2::2

“ dz 2::3

1 1 1 1
....... -......... ul

0 1 1 1 u2

3 31 3] 331 U3
— dz 2:al dz 2::2 dz 2::3

u_
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(10x4) (4xl)
= D U

Measurement (Output) Equations:

we assume measurements of flexural displacements, y($1,t), y($z,t),

y($3,t) and y($4,t), on beam locations z=$l, sz, $3 and $4 respectively

and rigid-body angular displacements of 0l and 02 . In addition, we

assume measurements of all corresponding velocities. The displacement

measurements can then be written as

0l(t) 0l(t)

: - - - - : - ..

(S,) ¤(t)

1 0
:

(2x8) 0l(t)

= —°- - S - -T-°- - — ¤,<t> .
(4x2) ( ¢ (sl) —---— = H x(t)

. T ,‘¢
(S,)

Since velocity measurements are assumed collocated, they can be written

as

6.0)
@.0) HS.

t =
•

T · · · = ••• = X’2‘ ) y(s,.t)

so,
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I_yII H' 0 x
YZ 0 W II

Summary of Eguations

Mx + Kx = Du

IyII [W 0] Ix
y:

0 W x

where

1 TJ IF I maq .

1 1 ' T
M = F F I

maq
~ Mass Matrix

maq moq | m

0 0 • 0T ·
0 k I S;

K = ---- — - -I- - 9 - ~ stiffness matrix
0 saq I s

1 1 1 1

IIOXAI 0 1 1 1
D Force Distri-

Q bution Matrix
· z=aI z=a2 z=a3
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1 0 I QT
T

T6xlO 0 l I Q
H = ---—-—— -

— ~ Measurement Matrix
I T

0 ¢_(S,)
I .

E <¤ (S.,)

¤,(t>
0,(t)

10x1 ----
x(t) = qI(t) ~ generalized displacements

q„(t)

¤,(t>
(4x1) u2(t)
u t = ~ control vector( )

I
u3(t)

¤„<t>
The assumed modes used were translated uniform, free—free beam

eigenfunctions (see p. 164 of l84l). The characteristic equation and

the eigenfunctions for the free-free beam assumed modes are as followsz

g(6L) = cosh6L c0s6L - 1 = 0

where

YI(z) = AI[BI(sin6Iz + sinh6Iz) - CI(c0s6Iz + cosh6Iz)|
”
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where

Ai = normalization constant

Bi = cos6iL - cosh61L i=1,...,8 .

Ci = s1nßiL — sinhßiL




